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PREFACE
This thesis describes the investigations of the
author during his period of research, October 1957
to September i960, in the Department of Natural
Philosophy at Glasgow University#
When the author began his research work, studies
were being made in the department on the possibility 
u «
of the coherent production of mesons from complex 
nuclei. The study of the reaction B^^(Y, 
was initiated by Drs# I.S. Hughes and P.V# March 
(proc. Phys. Soc., 195^)* The author participated 
in the accumulation and analysis of the experimental 
data chapter 2 section 2 and chapter 4 and is solely 
responsible for the interpretation presented here#
The detection system was rebuilt and extensively 
modified by the author (chapter 2, section 3 ) who 
also developed the chemical separation procedures 
(chapter 3)* Using these, experimental runs were 
made on (Y, 1; ) reactions on Cr^^ and Ni^^
(chapter 5)* The accumulation of data and evaluation 
of the cross-sections for these reactions was in 
collaboration with Dr# March. The interpretation of 
the results (chapters 6 and 7) is due solely to the
author# The meson reactions constitute the main part 
of the thesis#
The experimental work Involved in. the 
photospallation studies (chapter 9) and emulsion work 
(appendices A and B) was in collaboration with 
Dr# V#T# Morton. The interpretation of the results 
is the author* s (chapter lO)#
The author would like to express his thanks to 
Dr# P.V. March for his guidance and assistance during 
the period of research, to Professor P#I# Dee for 
his intorost and cncouragemant> and also to the 
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research for 
maintenance grants for the three years of research#
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1.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The production of %  mesons by the interaction 
of photons on nucleons i.e. photoproduction of pions, 
has been studied not only for the purpose of 
investigating mesons but also to find out more about 
the nucleons themselves. It is not surprising that 
most information about the basic photoproduction 
process can be learned from the production of plons 
from free nucleons. Such information Is useful in 
determining the properties of the pion field and the 
character of the pion-nucleon interaction. In 
general, a study of pion production in complex 
nuclei reveals information about the behaviour of 
pions and nucleons in nuclear matter.
Photoproduction processes can be expressed by 
the following reactionsi
(l) From free nucleons,
Y + p ^  + n (la)
Y + n -4 + p (lb)
(11) From complex nuclei - bound final state,
Y 4 4  _ 1 (2a)
Y + X^ (2b)
- continuum final state with single nucleon emitted
2.
‘Z ^  - *Z
where X and T are the Initial and final nuclei, 
respectivelya There are similar reactions for 
neutral pion production^ and others involving the 
emission of several particles.
The reactions investigated in this thesis are 
those of type (2b), the production of a meson 
with the struck nucleon remaining in a bound state 
in the final nucleus.
The basic photoproduction reactions on free 
nucleons, being two body problems, are quite amenable 
to calculation* They have been extensively studied 
both theoretically and experimentally. The 
photoproduction processes from complex nuclei are 
more complicated. If, however, pion production is 
considered as the result of the interaction of a 
photon with a single nucleon in the nucleus, then 
comparisons of the reactions from bound and free 
nucleons will yield information on the effect of 
nucleus matter on the interacting system.
CHAPTER ONE REVIEW OF PUBLISHED WORK
The earliest experimental work on the 
photoproduction of charged plons from complex 
nuclei was performed by Mozeley (1950), Steinberger 
and Bishop (l950) and Littauer and Walker (1952).
The main features of these experiments were :
(1) The cross-section for the photoproduction 
of pions from complex nuclei is considerably less 
than that of the corresponding number of free 
nucleons.
(2) The sum of the and meson production 
cross-sections shows an A^^3 dependence, where A is 
the atomic mass number of the target nucleus.
(3) The ratios of the yields of mesons to 
mesons, the ratios, show a correlation with
the masses of the isobars adjacent in Z, atomic 
number, to the target nucleus.
Using a Goldberger-Chew momentum distribution
for the nucleons in the nucleus and the production
cross-section for free nucleons, Lax and Feshbach
(1951) derived a value for the meson production
cross-section from carbon. Reasonable agreement
with experiment was obtained. However, the %  / % ^  
ratio in carbon could not be explained by
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considerations of this type.
Brueckner, Serber and Watson (l95l) have 
interpreted photoproduction on the basis of an 
optical model taking account of the finite mean 
free path for the absorption of pions in nuclear 
matter. According to this model, the production 
cross-section O/^ for mesons from a nucleus of 
atomic number Z and mass number A can be expressed 
as
C m  = C 3S  7 'f« ■>!
where is the production cross-section from a
free proton. represents the effect of nuclear
binding on the cross-section and is not expected to 
show a uniform trend with A. is a reabsorption
coefficient for the pions in the nucleus and is 
given by . ^
where is the mean free path for absorption,
V is the nuclear volume and x is the path traversed 
by the meson inside the nucleus. By integration
where is the nuclear radius. From
this it may be seen that by taking ^  ^  the
5.
relationship 0( is obtained for 7\ ft '
i.e. when the mean free path for absorption is 
small in comparison with the nuclear dimensions 
For ^  1^ I C T ^  ^  /9 The value of
*Xq is found directly from experiments on the 
interaction of pions and nuclei. Littauer and 
Walker’s measurements involved 65 MeV pions for 
which the mean free path, however, turned out to 
be of the order of the pion compton wavelength. 
Later, Francis and Watson (1953) indicated that 
this mean free path could be shown to be compatible 
with the observed A^/3 dependence, in spite of its 
large value.
Imhof (1957) successfully used the optical 
model to interpret results over a wide range of pion 
energies. He considered the effects of the coulomb 
potential, the potential arising from the pion 
nucleon interaction, the internal momentum 
distribution of the nucleons in the nucleus, and the 
scattering of pions inside the nucleus. Although 
his experimental results for plons with varying 
absorption mean free paths showed an A^/3 dependence, 
Imhof showed, by considering the above corrections.
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that there was ”jTair" agreement between his results 
and the predictions of the optical model.
A second theory has arisen to explain the 
experimental results on photoproduction from complex 
nuclei. In this it is assumed that the formation 
of real mesons is possible only from nucleons at the 
nuclear surface. Butler (1932) (^e^ie^ined the 
production cross-section considering only the surface 
nucleons, defining surface nucleons as those nucleons 
which the photon catches beyond the boundary of the 
main core of the nucleus i.e. with radial coordinates 
greater than the core radius A  - The
distribution of nuclear density as determined by 
scattering experiments shows that Yo , the radius 
of the core, is about 1.2 fermis. In the surface 
region the nucleons are subjected only to weak 
nuclear interactions and may be considered as free.
On such a model it was found that the calculated 
cross-sections displayed an A^/3 dependence. This 
is not surprising since the surface area of a sphere 
of radius R - A  ^ is proportional to A^/3; the 
volume, of course, is proportional to A. Since the 
average ratio of protons and neutrons outside the 
core is dependent on tho average binding of neutrons
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compared with protons in the nucleus, the trend of 
the ratios with the isobaric mass differences
could be satisfactorily explained. However, the 
calculated valqes for the production from surface 
nucleons could account for only 60-705& of the 
observed pion yields.
The success of Butler's hypothesis indicated 
that pions are produced preferentially on the surface 
of the nucleus, pion production being suppressed in 
the core. Since the observed absorption mean free 
path appeared too large to account by itself for this 
suppression, it was explained by a mechanism similar 
to that proposed by Wilson (1932). According to 
this a pion produced in the core is immediately 
reabsorbed by the parent nucleon and another nucleon 
with which is interacting at that moment. In the 
case of a free nucleon, and it is assumed that 
surface nucleons can be treated as such, an intermediate 
excited state produced by the absorption of a photon 
has only two modes of decay - either by re-emisslon 
of the photon or by the emission of a meson. For a 
nucleon interacting with a neighbouring nucleon, 
however, the intermediate state has a third possible 
mode of decay, namely that in which a meson is
8.
transferred to tho ground state of the second 
nucleon, the excess energy going into the kinetic 
energy of separation of the two nucleons. Thus the 
absorption of photons in nuclei may lead, by meson 
exchange effects between strongly coupled nucleons in 
the core, to photodisintegration with this latter 
process having a greater probability than the formation 
of a real meson. The possibility of observing such 
processes is indicated in the work of Rosengren and 
Dudley (1953) who reported the existence of an 
isotropic component in the angular distribution of 
photoprotons with an energy close to 70 MeV, which
appeared to be due to the absorption of pions by pairs
(195Û)
of nucleons. George also found that his results on 
the photo production of a W âs and mesons in nuclear 
emulsions supported the Butler-Vilson surface 
production model.
An evaluation of the two theories of the nuclear 
core suppression of mesons, the optical model and 
the surface model, can be made by considering the 
dependence of the production cross-section on A for 
slow mesons. For these the mean free path for 
absorption is long compared with the nuclear radius
9.
and the optical model predicts an A dependence 
whereas the surface production model gives A^/3 
independent of meson energy* The relationships can 
be found in their clearest form in the case of slow 
mesons, which is free from Coulomb and Pauli 
principle effects which complicate the interpretation 
in the case of charged pions* Belousov et al*
(1956) detected mesons of energies 0 to 30 MeV, 
for which the mean free path for absorption is about 
20 Yo* Except in the region of the lightest nuclei 
a close fit to an A^/3 curve was obtained in 
agreement with the surface model* Recent measurements 
by Popova et al. ( 1959) on the production of mesons 
of energies 0 to 3 MeV, (for which the nucleus is 
practically transparent) also confirmed the predictions 
of the surface production model. The latter results 
agree with calculations by Baldin and Lebedev (1958) 
for slow mesons produced from surface nucleons.
The only disagreement of experimental results 
with the Butler-ViIson model is the 30-40% 
discrepancy between the magnitudes of the calculated 
and measured cross-sections. Throughout Butler’s 
calculations it was assumed that the recoiling 
nucleon had sufficient energy to leave the nucleus.
10.
In the later calculations of Baldin and Lebedev 
(1958) and Bolousov et al. (1959) normalisations 
were made to carbon, so that quantitative comparisons 
of the cross-sections cannot be made.
A more detailed calculation on the surface model 
has been made by Laing and Moorhouse (1957), who 
considered also the case in which the struck nucleon 
remains bound in the nucleus. They assumed that 
the primary photoproduction is essentially a single 
nucleon process and considered a simple independent 
particle model for the nucleus in which interparticlo 
forces and spin orbit coupling are neglected. In 
the primary process the struck nucleon may go into 
a discrete or a continuum state: this is the only
main difference from Butler’s treatment, in which 
only the latter possibility was considered. Laing 
and Moorhouse pointed out that pion production does 
not in fact take place as if no other nucleons were 
present. As well as pion scattering and absorption 
inside the nucleus these other nucleons will make 
their presence felt through the operation of the 
Pauli principle and interparticle forces causing a 
suppression of pion production from the core. For
11.
their calculations, they considered production from
(a) all nucleons and (b) only surface nucleons
assuming in both cases that only the outer nucleon
shells would contribute and that the s«wave mesons
predominated. As an example of a case in which
both discrete and continuum states are involved.
differential cross-sections and the t T / % ^  ratio 
caJculaiai
were determined for the combined processes.
Î0 /7') X  n w )
where %  is the charged pion, N the ejected nucleon 
and X and Y the appropriate residual nuclei. Both 
surface and volume production values were found.
The experimental values of the i C ratios (Hogg 
and Sinclair, 1936) were closer to the calculated 
surface production values but the differential cross- 
sections appeared quite incompatible with the surface 
production values and about one half of those for 
volume production. There was, however, some doubt 
on the absolute values of the cross-sections (Hogg, 
i960) due to poor beam calibration at the time of 
the experimental runs and Hogg and Sinclair’s results 
must be considered as inconclusive.
Laing and Moorhouse have also calculated total
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production cross-sections from surface and all 
nucleons for the reaction in which
the struck nucleon remains bound in the nucleus.
The values for volume production are about five 
times greater than those for surface production.
The experimental determination of the cross-section 
of this process affords a good test for the surface 
production model.
From kinematic considerations, low incident 
photon energies imply that any mesons emitted must 
be slow. Consequently the study of the dependence 
on atomi-e mass number of (Y, x"*) processes for photon 
energies just above pion production thifôhold will 
yield a useful comparison of the surface and optical 
models. Further, since these reactions were not 
considered in Butler^ treatment the cross-sections 
may be sufficient to remove the discrepancies 
between Butler's calculations and previous 
experimental values on the total % production cross- 
sections •
In this thesis measurements are described for 
the determination of the cross-sections of the 
reactions B^^(Y, and NL^^(Y, x")Cu^^.
13.
Attempts to detect similar reactions in elements of 
intermediate mass are also described* In the case of 
the experimental values are compared with the 
calculated values of Laing and Moorhouse. The 
dependence on A of the and cross-sections
is compared with the predictions of the surface 
production and optical models. Finally the absolute 
values are compared with Butler’s calculated and 
Littauer and Walker’s experimental values.
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CHAPTER TWO THE DETECTION SYSTEM
2.1 Introduction.
In general, total cross-sections for the 
photoproduction of pions have been evaluated from 
differential measurements by extrapolating to angles 
at which no measurements were made and integrating 
over all angles. All previous experiments have 
depended upon the detection of the pions in certain 
fixed energy and angular intervals. The complex 
counter systems generally used make no distinction 
between reactions in which the meson is accompanied 
by the emission of other particles and reactions in 
which the meson is the only particle emitted.
Photopion emission from a complex nucleus, 
unaccompanied by other particles results in the 
formation of a nucleus of the same mass as the struck 
nucleus, and with one charge less, the same charge or 
one charge greater than, the initial nucleus, 
according to the charge of the emitted pion. Only 
charged meson production can result in a radioactive 
final nucleus. If these nuclei are ^-emitters the 
production cross-sections can be found by measuring the 
p-actlvity of these nuclei. The (Y, % ) type of 
reaction can be studied more readily than the (Y , % ^ )
reaction because
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the residual nucleus in the former is generally a
positron emitter and advantage can be taken of the
annihilation quanta to use coincidence counting and
so eliminate much of the background counting rate.
This method is preferable to counting the positrons
directly since it allows the use of thick samples.
Another advantage of studying the (Y, reaction is
that the only other method of production of the
residual nucleus is by reactions of the type
X^(p,n)Y^  ^ ^ or X^(d,2n)Y^  ^  ^ etc. and it is possible
to detect and remove the charged particle contamination
of a bremsstrahlung beam. On the other hand, the
residual nucleus of the (Y, % ^ ) reaction can be
Z Z —1produced by the reaction X^(n,p)Y^ " and the neutron 
contamination is difficult to detect and reduce.
Thus the present work has been confined to the 
investigation of the reaction  ^ ^# the
positron activity of the nucleus Y being measured by 
detecting the annihilation quanta in coincidence.
2.2 The Initial Detection System
Positrons at rest are annihilated by uniting with 
a free or loosely bound electron, their entire 
energy appearing in the form of two quanta of equal
C.F
Ayj'LlFlLk
P.M
COIXCIDENCF
Fig. 2.1: The Basic Detection SysLem
(p .m .* Pho tonni 1 t i f 1 i er . C.F.; Cathode followei)
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energy (0 .5I MeV) emitted In opposite directions.
Two low energy Y-ray counters in coincidence at I80® 
will then serve as a positron detector.
The 0.51 MeV quanta are detected by two 
1-| in, X 2 in. sodium iodide (thallium activated) 
crystal scintillators mounted on E.M.I. 6262 
photomultipliers. Nal(Tl) crystals have a high 
efficiency for the detection of photons since the 
high atomic number aids photon absorption. The 
amplified pulses from one photomultiplier are used 
to gate the amplified pulses from the other* and the 
coincident pulses are counted on a scaler. A block 
diagram of the detection system is shown in figure 2.1. 
The circuit of the proportional-output coincidence 
unit is given in figure 2.2.
The length of the signal pulses is less than 
1 microsecond ( 1 jis) and the gate length of the 
coincidence unit is 4 ps. The resolving time of the 
unit would* therefore, be expected to be 4 + 1 » 5 |ls. 
This was confirmed using two independent sources as 
follows. Tke. tK/o counters were separated so that only 
random coincidences Nj^  would be recorded. The numbeiy 
of pulses registered in unit time by tkc.t/O counters,
C\J
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N» and N^, were used to determine the resolving time 
from the relation
The resolving time was found to be 4#5 {is in good
agreement with the expected value*
The photomultiplier voltages were set such that
any slight voltage drift would have minimum effect on
the recorded counting rate. Only those pulses
corresponding to the photoelectric absorption of the
0*51 MeV quanta were selected for counting. The
correct scalar setting was obtained by varying the
discriminator voltage until it corresponded to the
minimum which separates the pulses due to Compton
scattering from those due to photo-electric absorption.
A kicksorter spectrum of the coincidence pulses from
a positron source is shown in figure 2.3* The
counting rate as a function of the scaler discriminator
setting is also shown, The pulses selected for
counting are those to the right of the arrows.
Throughout synchrotron runs the stability of the
electronics was regularly checked by observing the
22positron emission of a Na source (half-life-2.6 years). 
The detection system in this form was used in the
No.
Fig* 2 .3 (a) Kicksorter spectrum o f  a C positron 
source. The pulses to the left of the arrow are 
those due to the photo-electric absorption of the 
0,51 MeV ajinlMlation quanta.
No.
s c a l a r  DISCRIMINATOR
Fig. 2.3(b) bcalar reading ae 
discriminator voltage for the
Cl function of 
source.
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measurements on the (Y, tT )  reactions on and
Slightly modified and to a large extent rebuilt, It 
was also used for the photospallation measurements.
2.3 Modifications and Improvements.
In order to extend the (Y, measurements to
elements of higher A, It became necessary, particularly 
at low brerasstrahlung energies, to measure counting 
rates comparable with the background rates of this 
detection system. Consequently several means of 
reducing background were attempted.
It was found that the background was reduced by 
if the counters were completely enclosed by four 
Inches of lead. A rapid removal and replacement of 
several heavy lead blocks Is, however, necessary to 
interchange sources with the minimum loss of sample 
activity. To allow access for sample changlng^to 
prevent damage to or instability in the electronic 
equipment, lead blocks were placed only at the sides 
of the counters. This effected an reduction in
the background counting rate.
Many background coincident pulses are the result 
of cosmic ray showers. Two secondaries arising from 
the same primary and detected in separate crystals will
T LOI'RE
3  ScP.M
NO. I
AATl-Cr,lNC
Fig. 2.4 : The Anti-coin r idrriir.» Shield
( Sc I plastic s('in ti 11 a 1 or . P.M. & C . F . us he I'oi e . )
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be coincident in time. To eliminate the effect of 
these a six inch diameter plastic scintillator was 
placed above the crystals to act as an anticoincidence 
shield* Background coincident pulses from the Kal 
crystals and in anticoincidence with the plastic 
scintillator pulses were recorded * The additonal 
equipment for the anticoincidence shield in shown in 
block diagram from in figure 2*4, It was found that 
this method was successful in making a significant 
reduction in the background counting rate. On 
comparing the spectrum of coincident background pulses 
with that from a positron source, it was observed 
that only 43^ of the background pulses normally 
counted were in the region of the photo-electric 
peak for 0.31 MeV quanta. It was further noted that 
the pulses removed by the anticoincidence shield were 
beyond the region of the peak. Consequently the 
anticoincidence shield was discorded in favour of a 
pulse amplitude selector.
A multi-channel kicksorter is not suitable for 
rapid quantitative activation measurements due to the 
time required to record the data. To select pulses 
due to the photo-electric absorption of 0.31 MeV
in
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quanta, a single channel pulae height analyser was 
constructed. In this selector the two threshold 
voltages were defined by Schmitt trigger circuits.
A standard output pulse is generated when the input 
exceeds the lower threshold but not the upper, and 
vetoed by an anticoincidence circuit when both 
thresholds are exceeded. No pulse.is generated when 
the input is below both thresholds. The input pulse
was taken from the coincidence output from the 
positron detection system, and the output fed into a 
scaler. The circuit diagram is shown in figure 2.5* 
Since there is pulse discrimination at two levels, 
voltage drift or instability would have a two-fold 
effect on the counting rate. In addition, therefore, 
the pulse selector output was used to gate the input 
pulses and the resultant coincident pulses displayed 
on a 100 channel kicksorter. [^The circuit of the 
coincidence unit used appears in figure 2.6 Q  In 
this way a continuous check can be made on the 
discriminator levels. With the original detection 
system, the setting of the discriminator level 
could not be done accurately in less than 30 minutes
Mo
CHANNEL
22Pig. 2.7» Specturm of pulaea from a Ka aouroe.
The large peak ie due to the 0*51 MeV annihilation 
quanta. The other peak is caused by the 
saturation of the 1.3 MeV Y-ray pulaea.
No-
No.
Channel
CHANNEL
Pig. 2.6 (upper). The pulaea aeleoted for 
counting as displayed on the kicksorter.
Pig. 2.6 (lower). The remaining pulaea.
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and 80 the number of checks and resettings made
each day was limited. In the present system, any
alteration in the pulse height of the 0*51 MeV
pulses or in the discriminator levels can bo
immediately observed and rectified* It is thought
that most alterations in the pulse heights was due
to mains surges. Those are particularly noticeable
when the synchrotron power is switched off at the
end of a day's running. After an initial warming-up
period the equipment generally remained stable
throughout the day. Ih figUfO 2*7 the spectrum of
22pulses from a Na positron source is shown. The 
pulses which appear beyond the 0*51 MeV photo­
electric peak are due to the 1*3 MeV Y-ray in the 
decay scheme. Of these pulses the ones selected 
for counting in the scalar are shown in figure 2.8 (a) 
and those rejected are shown in figure 2,8 (b).
A block diagram of the final modified detection 
system is shoim in figure 2.9, This system was used 
for the Cr^^(Y, 'K*)Mn^^ and Ni^^(Y, %")Cu^^ measure­
ments. Using the original detection system, the
FIOVRf _2^ j)
Nal Nal
d e l a y  1
KICKSORTER
Calh.
Foil.
SELECTOR
COINCIDENCE
COINCIDENCE
A M P l IFI E F
SCALER
F i g . 2.9 Th<i Filial Detection  8y#A#m
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counting rate due to background was l4 counts per 
minute. The background counting rate for the new 
system is 6 counts per minute, a decrease of 57%- 
A further advantage of this system is that it can 
readily be maintained stable throughout the long 
synchrotron runs.
23.
CHAPTER THREE CHEMICAL SEPARATIONS,
3,1 General.
By the exposure of a one gram target to a high
energy particle or photon bean, there will be produced
in it a largo number of radioactive isotopes. In
order to isolate one particular element it is
necessary to separate an oloment whose total mass may
-12be of the order of 10 g* from several other elements 
present in similar quantities in the 1 g. target mass. 
Such a separation is necessarily different from 
standard chemical procedures.
The principle upon which radiochemical analysis 
is based is that if a precisely determined quantity 
of an element is added to a system containing 
radioactive isotopes of the same element and if 
complete exchange is attained (e.g. as occurs in a 
solution), the radio-isotope is chemically inseparable 
from that added to the system. Of course, as far as 
activity measurements are concerned only the active 
portion can be detected. Any fractional loss of the 
radio-isotope can bo measured by the fractional loss 
in the added element. The term carrier is applied to
24.
this clûmont for obvious reasons. Hold-back carriers 
of elements of the undesired active isotopee are also 
added to the system to retain those isotopes in the 
system when the element under investigation is 
extracted. So by a combination of physical and 
chemical techniques the quantity of a particular 
radio-isotope present in the original system can be 
determined.
In general radiochemical studies have involved 
the irradiation of target foils, the addition of 
milligram quantities of carrier elements to a solution 
of the target, and the subsequent application of 
modified micro or semimicro cîiemical separation to 
obtain the required separated fractions# These were 
then mounted on thin counting trays and exposed to 
shielded Geiger or proportional counters. The 
experimental procedure adopted for the present 
measurements entails the use of thick samples. The 
radiochemical procedures developed for 100 mg. targets 
may not be those applicable for 10 g. targets. Using 
macro quantities of separation chemicals, filtering, 
adsorption and co-precipitation present greater
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problems than encountered in standard radiochemical 
separations. In the development of the separation 
techniques described in this chapter, a trial and 
error method of determining the best separation 
based on the standard separations of radiochemical 
and macro quantitative analysis was adopted.
3.2 The Separation of Cu^^ from a Nickel Target 
The nickel used was Moud Nickel Powder, grade A, 
the impurities being: oxygen 0.1%, carbon 0.03 - 0.1*
iron 0.01% and sulphur 0.001%. Since there are no 
impurities of Z greater than that of nickel, copper 
can be produced in a photon beam only by a reaction 
of the type Ni(Y, %~)Cu. An examination of the 
periodic table (figure 3.1) shows that the isotopes, 
with activities similar to Cu^^, most likely to be
produced from nickel are Ni^^, Co^^, Fe^^, Mn^^, Mn^^
ko Ly 4 *5 44 4 3 38Cr^, V , Ti^, Sc , Sc and . Owing to the
small cross-section of (Y, %  ) reactions any chemical
extraction of Cu must also leave behind these
interfering elements. The only interfering nuclide
produced from the nickel impurities will be whicl
12can be produced by a (Y,n) reaction on C or a
26,
(Y,^n) reaction on 0^^, A comparison of (Y, % ^ )  
and (Y,n) cross-sections shows that the carbon 
activity must be almost completoly eliminated from 
the separated copper, A further necessity of the 
separation is that it must be performod in a time
60not much greater than the half-life of Cu i,e ,
24 minutes. The required separation then is of 
copper from a nickel sample in tho presence of 
cobalt, iron, manganese, chromium, vanadium, titanium, 
scandium, potassium and carbon. The separation must 
also bo rapid and efficient, so that tho Cu^^ activity 
will be moasarable,
After Irrodiation the nickel sample (of mass 
10 g,) was dissolved in aqua regia (three parts cone. 
hydrochloric acid to one part cone, nitric acid) and 
a Imovn amount of copper carrier (about 100 mg.) was 
added, followed by hold-back carriers for cobalt, iron, 
manganese, chromium, vanadium, titanium, potassium and 
carbon, No scandium carrier was added owing partly 
to its cost and partly to the fact that titanium ia 
an effective carrier for scandium. The hold-back 
carriers were present in about 100 mg, quantities each.
27
The copper carrier was in the form of a solution of 
cupric sulphate. The other carriers were cobalt 
chloride, ferric chloride, manganese carbonate 
chromium trioxide, ammonium metavanadate , titanium 
sulphate, potassium choride, and ammonium carbonate. 
Wherever possible "Analor' quality reagents were 
used. With the exception of ammonium carbonate, 
the solutions of these carriers in dilute acid wore 
mixed and added to the target solution immediately 
after the addition of the copper carrier. Following 
this, solid ammonium carbonate was added and the 
mixture shaken vigorously. Carbon dioxide and 
ammonia were evolved.
The solution of target and carriers was filtered 
to remove traces of undissolved nickel, A pressure 
filter pump, large diameter buckner funnel and 
Whathams No, 5 filter papers were used to achieve 
rapid filtration. Owing to the necessary bulk of 
liquid present, centrifuging is not a practical 
alternative. Copper was precipitated from a molar 
solution of the filtrate as cupric and cuprous 
sulphide using hydrogen sulphide. None of the 
interfering elements are precipitated by hydrogen
28.
sulphide in acid solutions. The precipitate was 
collected by filtering (using a different funnel to 
prevent contamination) and washed repeatedly with 
dilute hydrochloric acid and finally with water.
The precipitate was folded up in the filter paper 
(No. 5) and placed in a copper box for counting.
In general counting began on tho separated copper less 
than 30 minutes after the end of the irradiation.
After the completion of counting, the filter 
paper was burnt in a silica crucible at normal bunsen 
heat and the final precipitate weighed to determine 
the efficiency of tho chemical separation. When 
heated to a moderate temperature any sulphide present 
in the cupric form ie converted into the more stable 
cuprous sulphide. That this happens at the 
temperature of the crucible was confirmed by 
separately heating known quantities of both sulphides 
in damp filter papers in the crucible. The weight 
of the final precipitate was generally about I50 mg, 
and the efficiency of separation around 95%
Dummy runs using no copper carrier and non-active 
targets showed that no other element was precipitated
29.
In visually observable quantities by the chemical 
processing. A conclusive confirmation of the 
extraction of coppor and no other element from the 
nickel target cannot be made other than by the use 
of active samples. Consequently several of the 
early synchrotron runs were devoted to perfecting 
the separation as described above.
523.3 The Separation of Mn from a Chromium Tarfiet
The purest î>owder forni of chi oir.liim available was
*Analor* chromium trioxido; tho effects of the
Impurities are negligible# Since the half-life of the
52z3separated isotope Mn is 21 minutes, the effect of
produced by the reaction 0^^(Y,c»< n)C^^ will be
appreciable la a positron emitter v^ ith a half-life
49 47of 20.5 minutes. The spallation products Or » V ,
Ti^ ^^ , Sc^^, , and Cl^^ aro likely interfering
radio-isotopes (figure 3.1.) Titanium and scandium,
having similar chemical properties to manganese may
45co-precipitate on the manganese. Fortunately Ti ,
44 43 / ISc and Sc have fairly long half-lives (3 and 4
hours) and thoir presence in the final manganese 
decay curve will be readily observed. Steps can then
30.
be taken to remove them.
The chroniua trioxide target (of mass 20 g, ) 
was dissolved in water and a known quantity of manganese 
carrier added in the form of a solution of manganese 
carbonate in dilute acid. Hold-back carrier© for 
chromium, vanadium, titanium, potassium, chlorine and 
carbon were added as in the previous separation. The 
solution was filtered to remove traces of undissolved 
material using Whathams No. 52 filter papers, 
îfanganosô and titanium (and some scandium by 
co-precipitation) were precipitated as manganouo 
hydroxide and ortho-titanic acid by tho addition of 
sodium hydroxide and sodium peroxide to the filtrate. 
Car© was taken at this stage to keep the solution 
cool to prevent tho formation of meta-titanic acid 
which is difficultly soluble in dilute mineral acids.
The mixture was shaken to oxidise the rnanganous 
hydroxide to oxides of manganese. Again keeping the 
solution cool, hydrochloric acid was added until the 
mixture reached molar acid concentration. The 
oxidised manganese remained precipitated, whereas the 
ortho-titanic acid ( a n d adsorbed scandium) dissolved.
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The mixture was then filtered and the precipitate
washed and folded up in the filter paper (No* 5)
for counting. As in the previous separation dummy
runs yielded no visible signs of other elements
being precipitated. After counting the filter
paper was burned and weighed as trimanganese
tetroxide. The separation generally took about 35
minutes due to the necessity of keeping the solution
cool. The efficiency of separation was poor (^ 35%)
and this appeared to be due to loss of manganese
when the titanium was redIssolved. No titanium
activity, however, was observed and so the
separation was considered satisfactory. No steps
were taken to impro/e the efficiency since it became
52clear that the upper isomeric state of Mn was not 
produced in measurable quantities.
FTG-TTR^ S and 4*2. The tar frets were irrad’. ated 
between the internal svr-' 
collimator as shc'*'*'
and the
32.
CIUrTLR FOUR THK RICACTION D (Y.
4.1 Experimentq1 Procedure
Natural boron povdar (81.2^o and 18.8%
of 99»5% purity In the form of an amorphous powder
was packed uniformly into thin walled copper boxes of
dimensions 1 in. x 1 in. x in. and exposed
similtancously with a 1 in. x 1 in. x i in. piece
of distreno (CqHq ) placed it un edlately behind it.
The exposure was made in the uncollimated
brensstrahlung beam of tho Glasgow 330 MeV electron
synchrotron for a period of one hour. Tho
uncollimated beam was used since the intensity in it
is less after collimation. The position of exposure
is shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2.
The distrone acts as a monitor because the
12 11predominant rotation occurring in it is C *’(Y*n)C
resulting in the same residual nucleus as the reaction 
IT T T
B (Y, 7C )C • Thus fluctuation? in beam intensity 
during exposure are compensated for automatically by 
measuring the ratio of the activity produced in the 
boron sample to that produced in tho dietrene sample»
since each reçoives the ofuae intensity.
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The decay scheme of is quite simplei it
decays with a half-life of 20.5 minutes to the ground 
state of by the emission of a 0.96 MeV positron.
After exposure the boron powder was transferred to 
another copper box of similar dimensions to the 
target and with walls thick enough to absorb the
|)oslirons. This second box was placed between 
tho two sodiun iodide crystals of the initial 
detection system. The activities of tho boron 
and distreno samples were initially displayed on a 
100 channel kicksorter, from which it was seen that 
the spectrum of pulses were consistent with the
decay sc)ier?ie. Using a scaler, tho half-lives 
of tho positron activities of the samples were 
measured by taking counts over several half-lives of
The half-life of the positron /ctivity produced 
in the boron was found to be 2o.8 + 0.6 minutes and 
that in the dlstrene 20.7 - 0.7 minutes. These 
values ere in good Hgreeruent with tho value of
20.3 - 0.1 minutes obtained by Barber, George and 
Ueagan (1953) for tîie half-life of All these
confirmatory teat» were n.nde v/ith brernsstrahlung of 
maximum energy.
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Having veril'ied that the observed activity was 
indeed that of the ratio of the positron activity
per gram of the boron sample to that of the distrene 
sample was measured at different maximum energies 
ol the bremsstrahlung beam ranging from ?0 MeV to 
320 MeV. The ratio R of the positron activity per 
gram of the distrene sample is s h o \ m in figure 4.3 
as a function of the maximum energy Ey max. of the 
brenisstrahlung spectrum. If all the positron 
activity pi:oduced in the boron saiaple were due to 
the reaction R should be zero when E y
max. was below the tiireshold energy for meson production
ill boron ( l40 MeV ) . however H has a constant value
P
of 1.58 X 10 for values of E y max. between l40 MeV 
and 70 MeV the lowesc energy at which significant 
counting statistics could be obtained. Above l40
g
MeV R increases to a value of 2.08 x 10 at 320 MeV.
The fact that R is constant at low energies and
that the increase in R at high energies begins at 
meson production threshold suggests that the increase 
is due to meson production. Hence it seems reasonable 
to subtract the constant value of R found at low
35.
energies from the values found above l40 MeV and to
assume that the difference is due to the reaction
)C^^. The cross-sections were determined
by two different methods. In the first the results
of Barber, George and hoagan (1955) for tiie cross-
12 11section of the zeaction C (Y,n)C are used and in 
the second the lattei’ cross-section is determined 
experimentally by exposing^ a distrene sample in the 
COllimated synchiotron beam and using a Cornell 
chambei to measuie the incident flux. The 
bremsstrahlung spectrum used in obtaining these 
cross-sections was that for a tungsten target of
0.020 in effective thickness. The effective 
thickness was deteimined by a measurement of the 
angular distribution of the photon beam and is in
agreement with measurements of the spectrum made
with a pair spectrometer.
4.2 The Calculation of the Cross-Section.
It can be readily shown from the laws of 
radioactive decay that the number of active atoms No 
with a decay constant X at the end of an irradiation
t^, is given by
56.
where K is the production rate. The counting rate
observed at 
is given by
a time t^  after the end of the irradiation
I S l
where f is the fraction of the total disintegrations 
detected by the counting system.
2
K e no. of atoms/cm x cross-section x total no. of
Now,
effective quanta/unit time
t >\c^7
- V V IY A .
Nj ^  2  where
is the number of quanta of energy E and t is the duration 
of the irradiation.
If the threshold energy for the monitoring reaction 
is essentially zero, the rate of production of active atoms 
in the monitoring sample is
n  ' I  ^  ( P i- _ ^  f
/ 2
For pion production from a target of Nti atoms/cm is
f
 ^/
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If the final nuclei of the meson and monitoring 
reactions are identical then the ratio of the production
rates is _ g
The cross-section for the meson reaction, then, averaged 
over the energy interval I40 MeV to E^ax
r \ R  K m  T,
y o  Q'/f
r
JC?|- d/r can be determined from the spectrum shape of 
the bremsstrahlung beam and from relation A for a steady 
production rate. Alternatively, c(^  can be
calculated using known values of . For these two
evaluations of K^,, the respective cross-sections are 
given by
38.
or
<r(iiio E ) = P  Jq Q b O V c I ^
““  H t  S , T &  - J e
<t(E2 ^ ) can readily be determined from Œ  ( l40 E^)
and O“(i^0 ^  E^) by the photon difference method#
There are, therefore, two methods of evaluating 
the required cross-section* In the first the ratio 
of the counting rates are determined for the target and 
monitoring activities. A further calibration run is 
performed in which the monitoring sample is exposed to 
a steady beam for a known number of equivalent quanta*
The efficiency factor, f, which includes both counter 
efficiencies and solid angle factors is determined by 
standard methods. The experimental run and the 
calibration run are normalised using the definition of 
equivalent quanta n,
£
x
i.e. t v
The cross-section is then determined by equation B*
In the second method it is sufficient to measure
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the activity ratio and to use a bremsstrahlung 
spectrum shape and published values of the cross- 
section of the monitoring reaction. The accuracy of 
this method relies principally on the spectrum shape 
assumed and on the accuracy of the reported carbon 
cross-section. The first method is less sensitive 
to spectrum error but can only be used at energies 
for which the Cornell chamber (for determining the 
number of equivalent quanta) is calibrated.
U.3 Results
The values obtained for the cross-section of the
reaction averaged over the photon
energy range l40 to 320 MeV are (2.6 1 0.2) x 10 ^^cm^
—29 2and (2.9 Î 0.2) x 10~ cm using respectively, the
published and experimental values of the cross-section
12 11of the reaction 0 (Y,n)C • The cross-section was 
also determined as a function of photon energy using 
the mean values of the average cross-sections given 
by the two methods. The values were averaged over
30 MeV intervals from l4o to 3^0 MeV. In table 4,1, 
the cross-section is compared with the theoretical
4o.
values for surface production.
Since the agreement is good between the values 
obtained by both methods of calculation, in the 
following nickel measurements only the first method 
was used. In this the cross-section of the monitoring 
reaction and the shape of the bremsstrahlung spectrum 
are assumed.
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CHAPTER FIVE (Y. tT )  REACTIONS IN SOLPHOR
CHRO?n:UH AND NICKEL
5.1 The Reaction S^^fY. ■a")C1^ .
Of the product nuclei of reaction» of the type
X(Y, 7C**)Y on natural sulphur - 95^1 - 0#75/o|
and - 4#2ÿ) only Cl^^ has a half-life {greater than
34
a few second». Cl decays by positron emission with 
a half-life of 33 minutoG. The experimental
34
procedure adopted for the detection of the Cl 
activity from the reaction S^^(Y, 9c")Cl^^ is 
Gssentinlly the same as that of the previous chapter.
Natural sulphur of 99#9^ purity melted in a
clean dry pyrex crucible and poured into 1 in x I in x i in 
moulds. The resulting blocks were irradiated along 
with distreno samples in the uncollimated bremsstrahlung 
beam. The positron activities of the sulphur and 
distreno samples were observed as in the boron work.
A typical decay curve of the sulphur activity is shown 
in figure 3#1# The activity is consistent with two 
half-lives of 2.5 minutes and 112 minutes corresponding 
to the positron emitting isotopes and There
was no indication of a 33 minute half-life.
42.q-
If the crose-eections of the reactions of the
type X(Y, % ^ ) Y  obey the A^/3 law of meson production,
then the activity to be expected from the reaction
S^^(Y, can bo deduced from the B^^(Y,
measurements. At a peak bremsstrahlung energy of
in240 MoV, the observed activity of F is twenty
34times the expected Cl yield rendering the
34detection of Cl by this method impossible. Owing
34to the low isotopic abundance (4.2^ o) of S in
30 l8natural sulphur, the high yields of P and F and
the difficulties involved in a chemical separation of
chlorine and fluorine, no further attempts were made
to observe the reaction S^^(Y, %")C1^^.
18The measurements made on the F activity from 
natural sulphur are included in the photospallation 
studies of chapters 9 and 10. It was the 
unsuspected high yield of F^^ which prompted these 
studies.
5.2 The Reaction Cr^^(Y.
Manganese-52 has an isomeric state of half-life 
21 minutes which decays by positron emission (99+^) 
to stable Cr^^ and by an internal transition (0.055^)
42.
52to the 5*6 day ground state of Mn • A measurement 
of the activity of the 21 minute isomer will determine 
to what extent it is produced in a (Y, % " ) reaction on
Cr52.
Chromium trioxide was packed into one inch
perspex cubes and irradiated between polythene (C H^)
monitoring discs in the uncollinuited bremsstrahlung
bean of tho synchrotron. The target was treated as
in chapter 3 to separate the active manganese. The
activity of the resulting manganese was examined using
the modified positron detection system.
No activity corresponding to a half-life of 21
minutes was observed. There was, however, the
persistent appearance of a positron activity of
half-life about 40 minutes. This may be due to
(half-lifej 33 min.) and Or ^ (half-life| 42 min.)
arising from Inefficient chemical separation.
*51
Alternatively it may be due to Mn (half-life ;
44 min.) produced by the reaction Cr^^(Y, %"n)Mn^^.
The criterion for a satisfactory radiochemical 
separation is that the only activity observed is that 
of the required element. Owing to the similarities
43 .
49 51In the decay properties of Cr and lîa , at no time
could absolute certainty be reached that the observed
51activity was due solely to Mn « It is thought
unlikely that the activity is due principally to 
49 47Cr and V because of the successful dummy runs 
and of the great mass ratio of the original chromium 
target to the final precipitate. It is also not 
known to what extent the 40 minute activity masks 
the investigated 21 minute activity.
Although these investigations were preliminary it 
appeared that the cross-section varied appreciably 
with incident photon energy. A (Y ,n) or similar 
reaction would not be expected to show much variation. 
These measurements suggest that the cross-section of 
reaction Cr^^(Y, is not significant and also
that (Y, x"n) reactions may have observable cross- 
sections •
5.3 The Reaction Ni^^(Y. )Cu^^
In natural nickel, Ni is 2Ùf> abundant and the 
product nucleus from a (Y, %") reaction on it is a 
positron emitter of 24 minutes half-life. Nickel 
would then appear suitable for a study of the (Y, x"*)
hh.
reaction.
In preliminary runs, evera1 high purity nickel 
discs of area one square inch were irradiated with a 
distrene sample nnd the resulting positron activities 
examined. Tho observed decay curve showed that a 
quantitative assignment of an activity of half-life 
24 minutes was impossible and that a mixture of many 
activitioo was present. Further the counting rate 
was about 200 times greater than that expected for 
the yield from the reaction Ni^^(Y, on tho
basis of an extrapolation from tho yield of 
from the reaction B^^(Y, This demonstrated
the necessity for chemical gepni'ation of the 
activity, the description of which appears in chapter
3-
Each nicl el sample consisted of 12 grams of fine
nickel powder packed into a perspex box of dimensions
1 in. X 1 in. x  ^ in. The sample was irradiated
between two pieces of polythene (CH^), each
1 in. X 1 in. x l6 in., in the uncollimated
12 11synchrotron beam. The reaction C *"(Y,n)C occurring 
in the polythene was again used to monitor the beam
45.
Intensity and also to measure the absorption in the 
nickel sample. During the irradiation a continuous 
record was made of the beam intensity. This is 
necessary since has a different half-life
from the monitoring activity. The samples were
irradiated for an hour in a flux of approximately 
10^^ equivalent quanta per minute.
After exposure tho nickel sample was removed 
from the perspex box and dissolved in aqua regia.
A chemical separation of the copper activity was made 
and the resulting copper sulphide precipitate was 
folded up in the filter paper. This was placed in 
a copper box of dimensions 1 in. x 1 in. x i  in. 
with walls thick enough to absorb tho highest energy 
positrons ( 3 HeV) from tho Cu^^ decay. The 
positron activity of Cu^^ was measured using the 
modified detection system. In general, counting 
began on the separated copper about 28 minutes after 
the end of the irradiation and continued for an hour. 
After counting, tho efficiency of tho separation was 
determined by weighing the copper precipitate after 
ignition at a moderate heat.
In view of the very low cross-section for the
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^  process
(Y, %") croBS^aeetion compared to spallation processes 
it is necessary to confirm that the activity observed 
is in fact due to Cu^^. The most abundant isotope 
of nickel is Ni^® (67»9^) but a (Y, %") reaction in
this isotope results predominantly in the formation
*58 •*»of the 3 second isomer of Cu • The (Y, % * ) reaction
which was observed occurred in Ni^^(26. the
positron emission detected being from the decay of
Cu^^ which has a half-life of 24 minutes. A small
contribution to the activity observed will have been
made by the othor isotopes Ni^^ (3 *7^) # Ni^^ (1 .2^)
and Ni^^ (l%), the product nuclei Cu^^> and Cu^^
having half-lives of 10.1 minutes# 3*3 hours and 12.8
hours « respectively. The principal decay properties
of the copper isotopes is shown in figure 3.2 .
A (Y, 9t**) reaction proceeds diagonally upwards to
the left, the lower nuclide being the target and the
upper the product. The contribution of the other
nickel isotopes to the observed activity was estimated
by assuming that the cross-section was tho same as
that for the reaction Ni^^(Y, ; the contribution
was estimated to bo about 10^ in a typical Irradiation
F/QvRk 6^ B
lopoo
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and is mainly due to the 10.1 minute and 3.3 hour 
activities.
The first check is that of the half-life of the 
observed activity. The decay curve of the copper 
activity produced by bremsstrahlung having a maximum 
energy of 320 MeV is shown in figure 5*3* The 
contribution of the 10.1 minute activity produced by 
the reaction Ni^^(Y, %")Cu^^ from Ni^^(3 .7%) was 
found to be about 7 *3^ of the counting rate at 34 
minutes» 2% at 62 minutes and negligible for subsequent 
observations. The remaining activity is consistent 
with a 95% component of half-life 24 minutes and a 5% 
component of half-life 3.3 hours. The 3.3 hour 
activity was greater than expected and was presumably 
due to the reaction Ni^^(Y, %")Cu^^ on Ni^^(l.2%) 
and possibly also to Ni^^(Y» %"n)Cu^^.
A conclusive identification of the Cu^^ activity 
can be made by measuring the Y-ray spectrum following 
the positron emission. Its two major components both 
involve positron emission followed by two Y-rays in 
coincidence, the energy of both Y-rays being greater 
than that of the annihilation quanta (O.5I MeV^. In
f
il.
TABLE 5.1
Number of Puises Ratio of Number/ 
of
> Peak 
Peak
Isotope
P.E. Peak Peak
2178 î 47 17 î 9 0.0078 1 0.0042
2277 i 48 481 i 23 0.211 t 0.012
6°Cu 1276 ± 40 506 t 30 0.396 t 0.026
.................... ..... J
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\
none of the spallation products of similar half-life 
does this-occur. Thus a comparison of the number of 
pulses in the photo-electric peak due to annihilation 
quanta» with the number of pulses having a greater 
pulse height will yield different results for positron 
emission» (à) without subsequent Y-ray emission»
(b) with a single coincident high energy Y-ray and
(c) with two coincident high energy Y - r a y s T T h e  
latter possibility can only occur in the present 
experiment if the-activity is due to Cu^^. The 
experimental values obtained for the number of pulses 
in the photo-electric peak of the annihilation quanta 
and the number of pulses of greater pulse height for
» Na^^ and the separated copper activity are
given in table 5.1 for irradiations with bremsstrahlung
11having a maximum energy of 320 MeV. C is a pure
V 22positron emitter and the Na . emission is go1lowed by 
a single Y-ray of energy 1.28 MeV. A direct c
comparison can be made between the Na^^ and
results because the efficiencies of detection of the 
high energy^Y-rays are similar and therefore » assuming
t f
that the Y-rays are*emitted in random directions, the
4
4
I :
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ratio found for should be approximately twice
22that for Na • The results show conclusively that 
the positron activity of the separated copper is 
followed by two high energy Y-rays in coincidence 
thus confirming the activity as due to Cu^^. These 
results on the spectra of pulses observed for the 
different activities also gave a direct measurement 
of the relative efficiencies for the detection of 
the and activities.
The only major modification of tho value 
observed for the ratio of the Cu^^ activity to the
,11 activity is due to the different efficiencies
for counting the two activities. This difference
arises because the positron decay of goes
directly to the ground state of whereas the
positron decay of Cu^^ goes to excited states of 
Ni^^ which subsequently decay by Y-ray emission to 
the ground state. These Y-rays are in coincidence 
with the quanta resulting from the annihilation of 
the positrons and increase the efficiency for 
detecting the Cu^^ activity. This increase of 
efficiency was determined experimentally to be 40%.
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For each irradiation the positron activity of
the separated copper and of the polythene monitor
were measured. After making allowance for the
efficiency of the chemical separation and beam
fluctuations, the ratio was determined of the
60positron activity of Cu produced per gram of nickel
sample to the positron activity of per gram of
12C in the polythene. The measurements were mc^ de 
with bremsstrahlung having maximum energies ranging 
from 120 to 320 MoV.
The ratio of the production rate of Cu^^ per 
atom of Ni^^ to that of per atom of is shown
in figure 5*4 as a function of the maximum energy of 
the bremsstrahlung. It is very small at energies 
below the threshold for meson production and rises i
at higher energies to a value four times greater at l:
320 MeV. The counting rates obtained with ■ ’
bremsstrahlung of maximum energy l40 MeV and 120 MeV 
were too low to obtain significant determinations of 
the half-life or pulse height spectrum of the 
activity. The values given at these energies were 
based on the assumption that all the observed activity
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6ovas duo to Cu *
Tho croas-cection for the reaction 
was obtained from tho ratio of tho production rates 
by using the results of Barber, George and Reagan 
(1955) for the cro3Q-S0ction of the reaction 0** (Y,n)C 
and assuming a bremsstrahlung spectrum for a tungsten 
target of 0.020 in effective thickness as outlined 
in chapter 4. Table 5»2 shows the cross-section as 
a function of photon energy averaged over 30 MoV 
intervals•
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CHAPTER SIX T:r: activity below THRESHOLD
The threshold energy for the photoproduction of
a free meson from a complex nucleus is about the rest
energy of the mason (~ l40 MeV). Consequently, any
activity produced by photons of energy less than
l40 MeV cannot bo the result of free meson production»
In the boron raoasuremonts tiie activity observed below
tlireshold was 75% of the total activity observed at
320 MeV and for nickel it was at the most 25%
the 320 MeV activity. Investigations of possible
sources of tiioso activities vero made.
The activity obsorvod in boron below threshold
was observed to have the half-life and Y-ray spectrum
of In figure 4.3 the ratio R of the positron
activity per grai.i of tho boron sample to the positron
activity per griu.i of the distreno sample was given as
a function of the maximum energy E^ max. of the
bremsstrahlung spectrum. The reactions expected to
produce these activities are D Y , and
12 11C (Y,n)C respectively and R should be zero when 
E y was less than l40 HeV. R, however, has a constant 
value of 1.3  ^X 10** for values of E g-max. between
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l40 MeV and 70 HoV. Clearly on impurity of 1 * ^ 6 %  
carbon in the boron sample would be sufficient to 
account for all the observed activity below threshold* 
However, the carbon content of the boron was quoted by 
the manufacturers to be less than o*l^. During and 
after the experimental runs further analyses were made 
using a mass spectrometer. In each case the maximum 
carbon impurity was given as o. The manuf g eturer * a
analysis listed impurities of about o.l^ each of 
magnesium, aluminium, manganese, iron and oxygen.
All these elements were irradiated and the resulting 
positron acjricities compared with that produced in 
the boron below threshold. The results showed that 
at least 30% of any of these elements would bo 
necessary to produce the activity found in the boron 
at low energies. It, thus, seems improbable that 
impurities are the cause of this activity.
Another possibility is the production of by
the interaction with boron of secondary particles 
generated by the bremsstrahlung. The most probable 
reactions being B^^(p,n)C^^ and B^^(p,Y)C^^. It was 
found that R was uncharged when the boron sample was
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shielded by various tUickaesses of lead and copper 
and when the material used for the container was 
changed. R  was also unchanged when the irradiation 
was made behind a 10^000 gauss scrubbing magnet.
Thus protons originating outside the sample are not 
responsible.
For puotoprotons produced in the boron sample 
itself and having a range greater than the thickness 
of t h e sample, the nuiaber of nuclei produced by
two stage processes such as D^^(Y,p)Be^^ followed by 
B^^(p,n)C^^ should vary approximately as the square 
of the sample thickness. For a single stage reaction 
such as B^^(Y, the variation should be linear,
it was found experimentally that the variation with 
cici.iple thickness was linear for all thicknesses used 
(1 cm to 0.1 cm)# If the range of the photoprotons 
were less than o.l cm in tiie boron sample, then their 
energy would be less than 8 lleV and the crose**>sections 
for the (Y,p) and (pn) reactions in boron would be 
much too small to produce the activity observed.
Thus the obvious sources of the positron activity at 
low energies cannot account for the magnitude of the
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effect observed.
The ratio of the production rates of per
11 12atony to that of C per atom of C was shown in
figure 5 .Z}i as a function of the maximum energy of 
the bremsatrahlung. It is very small at energies 
below meson threshold and rises at higher energies to 
a value four times greater at 320 MeV. The value at 
tliresiiold is about eight times smaller than that 
observed in the boron measurements. The counting 
rates obtained with bremsstrahlung of maximum energy 
l40 MeV and 120 MeV were too low to obtain significant 
determinations of the half-life or pulse height 
spectrum of the activity produced at those energies.
As far as the values of figure 5.<3* are concerned, 
the activity observed below meson threshold has been 
assumed to that of Cu^^. The activity must have a 
half-life very similar to that of Cu^^, otherwise its 
presence might have been observed in the decay curve 
obtained at 320 MeV.
The nickel inpurities are oxygen 0.1%, carbon 
0.03 - 0.1%, iron 0.01% and sulphur 0.001%. Of 
these only carbon is present in quantity sufficient 
to produce detectable activity below meson threshold.
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The activity observed may, than, be duo to the 20*5
minute positron activity of produced by the reaction
12 11C (Y,n)C . The chemical separation procedure should, 
of course, eliminate any carbon from the final copper 
precipitate. It was expected that most of the active 
carbon would have been lost when carbon dioxide was 
given off. It is possible that the carbonate or 
carbon dioxide did not remain in the solution long 
enough to nix with all the active carbon. The 
remaining carbon nay, then, become adsorbed on the 
final precipitate or filter paper. If this were so 
carbon would also be adsorbed at the first filter 
stage. It appears difficult to explain the observed 
activity totally on the ground of carbon impurity.
Another source of activity could be the 
co-precipitation or adsorption of positron emitting 
nuclides produced by spallation reactions on nickel 
on to either the copper precipitate or the final 
filter paper. Owing to the large quantity of active 
material in solution this may be a source of some of 
the observed activity. To eliminate the possibility 
of such activities the final precipitate was washed
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ivith largo volumes of weak acid and finally with water* 
It was not possible to determine whether this washing 
was successful or not. An inspection of the periodic 
table shows that if spallation products are the source 
of the activity, then it would bo expected that the 
apparent half-life would be long, due to the 
predominance of long-lived isotopes of nickel and 
cobalt in the solution. It Is possible that the 
adsorption is selective In favour of other nuclldos 
such as iron, manganese etc., the combined effect of 
which would be to show no strong half-llfo other than 
that of 20-30 minutes. It seems possible, then, to 
attribute some of the observed activity to the chemical 
processing.
Since the observed activity was very small at 
low energies it was not possible to measure the effects 
of target thickness on the counting rates. The 
possibility of two-stage processes cannot therefore 
be eliminated. Although the total activity is small 
and may be explained in terms of several effects, it 
is possible that it may be produced in a similar 
manner to the activity observed from boron below 
threshold.
: 8 .
In the evaluation of the (Y, % ^ ) cross-sections 
in boron and nickel it was assumed that tho ratios 
of the low energy activity to the monitoring activity 
remained constant above threshold. If the activities 
are produced by (Y,n) reactions in impurities or 
(Y,p) two-stage reactions in the samples then the 
ratios would be expected to remain constant for 
energies well above tho resonances (~ 20 MoV). It 
will be shown in the photospallation studies (chapter 
lO) that the ratios of spallation reactions to (Y,n) 
processes is approximately eonstant for energios 
greater than about l40 MeV. The assumption, then, 
that the low energy activity remains constant 
relative to the (Y,n) monitoring activity seems quite 
Justifiable.
If the observed activities are due to and
Cu^^i reactions of the typo (Y,e~) on and Ni^^
could produce them. Such reactions have not been 
reported and would not be expected to have a large 
cross-section. The cross-section required to explain
the boron activity by such a reaction would be of the
_ ^_-28 2 order of 10 cm •
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In conclusion, it appears that the activity 
observed below meson threshold from nickel may be 
explained by tho chemical processing# The activity 
is, however, small* Tho sources of tho activity 
from boron, on the other hand, remain unexplained*
As far as tho interpretation of the (Y, % ^ ) yields 
are concerned, the activities below threshold have 
been troatod as background effects*
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CHAPTER SEVEN DISCUSSION
7.1 The Cross-sections as a Function of EnerCT 
Lainc and Moorhouse (1957) have calculated 
values of the cross-section for the reaction 
B^^(Y, for production from the surface nucleons
only and also throughout the nuclear volume. In 
figure 7.1» dotted curves and S y  are drawn 
through their calculated values for surface and 
volume production, respectively. The experimental 
values have been averaged over 30 MeV intervals 
and these are shown as solid lines. The errors of 
the present values are t 20%. Recently, preliminary 
experimental values have been reported by Hummel and 
Dyal (1959) using a similar technique. Their 
results are indicated on figure 7*1 by circles. It 
can be seen that the experimental values are in very 
good agreement with the calculated values based on 
the surface production model. The calculated 
cross-section shows a maximum around 180 MeV incident 
photon energy. This result, however, may be model 
dependent since only S-wave production has been 
considered. The position of the experimental 
cross-section maximum cannot be determined since the
cr -?9
260200 230170
E MeV
FltrvlW: 72. cro8*-«ection of the reaction
' n *)Cu^ at a function of incident photon
energr averaged over 30 inteirvala.
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errors aro greater than the differences In the 
croas-s0ctions. It is apparent* however, that the 
cross-sactlon decreases appreciably above 260 HeV. 
This le in contrast to the cross-seotion for the 
photoproduction of pions from free nucleons which 
has a niaxirauEi in tho region of 3OO MoV - the well 
known ( 2 , ^/2) resonance for P-wave mesons.
The variation of the N1^^(Y, cross-
section with photon energy is shown In figure 7 .2 . 
Again the cross-section has been averaged over 30 
MeV intervals from l40 to 320 HeV. The curve 
rises to a maximum at 23O MeV and shows signs of 
symmetry about this energy. The lowest value of 
the cross-section appears at the highest energy 
interval as in the boron curve. Errors are shown 
at the middle energy of the interval, the largest 
errors appearing at the highest energies where the 
photon difference method is least accurate.
It has been assumed throughout that photopions 
are produced at a single nucleon in the nucleus.
It might then be expected that photoproduction from 
a nucleon in a nucleus might also show the
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resonance of production at a free nucleon. From 
the data presented by Williams, Crowe and Friedman 
{1957) it can be seen that for 550 MeV bremsstrahlung 
the maximum pion yield occurs for mesons of 
energy 115 MeV from hydrogen and 80 MoV from carbon 
and copper at a laboratory angle of 60^. From a 
consideration of the kinematics of the elementary 
process and neglecting the effect of the other 
nucleons, it would appear that these maxima correspond 
to photons energies of about 29O and 25O HeV for 
production from free and bound protons, respectively• 
The present results indicate a maximum around 23O MeV.
Due to tho spread in momenta of nucleons in a 
complex nucleus, there exists no unique photon energy 
corrosponding to a given energy and angle of emission 
of the pion. Instead there corresponds a band of 
photons available for plon production. It is for 
this reason that photoproduction from a complex 
nucleus is possible at photon energies down to about 
10 MoV below the threshold for production from free 
nucleons. Secondly, for a given energy and angle of 
emission of the pion, the average energy of the photons
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available for production from a complex nucleus ie 
different from that from a free nucleon* Tills 
difference depends on the binding energies of tho 
nucleons in tho nucleus, and the Interactions of 
the recoiling nucleons and pions with the product 
nucleus, including the Coulomb interaction. Tho 
observed shift of the cross-section maximum may 
then be a result of tho properties of the complex 
nucleus.
The maximum may appear at an even lower energy 
for the case in which the recoiling nucleon remains 
bound in tho nucleus, i.e. for reactions such as 
a^^(Y, and k”)Cu ^°. The lower the
energy of the recoiling nucleon the greater is the 
probability of it remaining in the nucleus. It 
may not have sufficient energy initially to penetrate 
the Coulomb barrier, or it may lose energy by collisions 
with other nucleons to form a compound nucleus. If 
this nucleus is de-excited by Y-ray emission then a 
(Y, X**) reaction will be observed. If however the 
recoiling nucleon is emitted or causes other nucleons 
to be emitted either by direct collision or by the
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decay of a compound nucleus, then a (Y, x*) reaction 
will not be observed. Obviously since a low energy 
photon cannot produce a high energy recoil, there 
will bo a greater probability of producing a (Y, )
reaction for lower photon energies* This will
iht mcoti-nuiTTi
further move the position of^cross-sectioiyfor a
(Y , tC) reaction compared with that from free nucleons
to lower energies.
It appears, then, the position of the observed
niaximum is quite consistent with the known properties
of photoproduction. The agreenout between the
oxperimental values and the calculated "surface
production” cross-section is good. A comparison
of t h e  shapes of the calculated cross-section and
the and Ni^^ curves suggest that P-wave mesons
also contribute to the cro33-section of the reaction
(Y , 7'c"’) particularly for heavier nuclei.
7.2 The cross-SQctions as a function of mass number 
It has been shown in chapter 1 that there are 
two competing theories for photoproduction from 
complex nuclei. Each is based upon the assumption 
that production occurs at a single nucleon. If
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pions were produced at each nucleon of the nucleus 
one would expect the cross-section to bo proportional 
to the numbor of nucleons i.e. A. However it has 
been observed that the cross-section is proportional 
to A^/3. Butler (1952) proposed tJiat production 
occurred only at surface nucleons and was suppressed 
in tho core by a competing photodisintegration 
process (Wilson 1952). Thereby he has been able to 
explain the A^/3 trend and also the tT / % *  ratios.
This model was further supported by Gcorgo (1952) 
with evidence from the photoproductioii of pions in 
nuclear emulsions. On the other hand Francis and 
Watson (1953) showed that by considering the moan 
free path for the absorption of pions in nuclear 
matter that the A^/3 dependence could be explained in 
terms of tho optical model with production possible at 
all nucleons. Iiahof ( 1957) supported this view 
with experimental evidence over a fairly broad range 
of meson energies. Belousov et al. (1956) have 
pointed out that for slow pions the nucleus is almost 
transparent and that the optical model would thon 
predict cr c>( A  and the surface modelé«K A^/3 independent
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of pion energy. Their results on slow and 
mesons are in complete agreement with tho ”surface 
production” model.
The Dutler-Wilson ”surface production” model 
then has been successful not only in explaining the 
7C*/tc^  ratios but also in predicting the observed 
A^/3 variation for both fast and slow pions. In 
the surface model calculât ions i however, the case in 
which the recoiling nucleon goes into a bound state 
in the nucleus, i.e. a reaction of the type (Y, ),
had not been considerod. All experiaients on the A 
dependence, the present excepted, have involved 
solely the detection of pions. They have, thus, 
been unable to discriminate between the cases of the 
struck nucleon undergoing transitions into discrete 
or continuum states.
It can bo soon from the values of tho cross- 
aections and that tho
present variation i;ith mass number is loss than A /3, 
In table 7»/ the Ni^^ measured cross-section is 
compared with (a) the experimental cross-section
multiplied by 11 )^/] (b) multiplied by 11
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and (c) tho calculated cross-section for volume
production (Laing and Moorhouse, 1957) multiplied 
by 11, The cross-section averaged over the
photon energy range l40 to 320 MeV ie 40% of that 
expected by an A^/3 - extrapolation of the measured 
cross-section cuid 25% of the A-extrapolation.
Since mesons are produced only at neutrons it 
would be more correct to consider the variation 
of the cross-section per neutron with atomic number. 
The surface model then predicts • The effect
of this refinement merely increases the extrapolated 
values by 10% and therefore does not alter tho 
interpretation. The present results are absolutely 
incompatible with the production of pions throughout 
the nuclear volume. The fact that the cross-section 
variation is loss than 3 for all energies of 
incident photons clefrly indicates that this variation 
is followed for both fast and slow meaons. The 
results then quite unambiguously support the Butler- 
Wilson surface production model.
The lack of complete agreement with the A^/3 
extrapolation is not unexpected. For largo Z the
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cross-sections for slow production are knoim to
decrease by about 10% from the A^/3 dependence
because of Coulomb interaction effects (Delousov et
al, 1936). Also, Littauer and Walker (1932) have
7 9observed that Li and Be have exceptionally large 
cross-sections for production. B^^ also, has 
an extra unpaired neutron and a similar enhancement 
of production may be expected. It is interesting 
to note that Popova et al (1939) do not find that the 
cross-section for slow production is increased for 
nuclei with excess neutrons. Further, it is not 
clonr to what extent one CAri; define a surface region 
for nuclei i/ith small A. From scattering experiments 
tho nucleus has a region of uniform density whose 
rudiue is R *» A^/3, Yp ts 1.2 fcnnis and a region
in which the nuclear de.w- ity drops from 90 to 10 
per cent of its previous constant value. The 
thickness S of this diffuse region is independent of 
A and S ^  2.4f. For the inner region has a
radius of 2,7f and tho diffuse region extends for 
a further 2.8f boyond this. Clearly tho volume of 
the diffuse region ie very much greater than that of
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tho core. To define tho surface region for % 
production one would have to determine the extent of 
the diffuse surface region with respect to neutron 
density# Taking into account the extra unpaired 
neutron in it may be expected that the surface
region is loss than that defined by tho scattering 
experiments for other nuclei. It would appear, 
then, that by considering Coulomb effects in Ni^^ 
and the extra unpaired neutron in tho divergency
from the A^/3 can be explained.
7.3 The magnitudes of the cross-sections
Tho one failure of tho surface production model 
was that tho calculated cross-sections were about 
40% lower than the experimental values for all A.
It has already been noted that the calculated values 
do not include the case in which the struck nucleon 
goes into a discrete state In the nucleus. It is 
of interest to determine if reactions of the type 
(Y, contribute appreciably to the production
cross-section.
For an incident photon energy of 255 MeV the 
values of the cross-sections B^^(Y, %  and
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Ni^^(Y, 7w'*)Cu^  ^are 3.0 x and 4.4 x
respectively. If it is assumed that the Ni^^ value
lies close to the general A^ '^ 3 dependence and that the
value has been orhanced, then the extrapolated
value for a (Y , %") cross-section in carbon will be
1.5 X 10**^ c^ra^ . The value ie found to be a
factor of 2.25 times the A^/3 value. It is
remarkable that the ratios in Li^ and Be^#
each also with an extra unpaired neutron, are of the
12order of 2.25# C is an oven-even nucleus and no 
enhancement would be expected. It has been observed 
that the tC ratio for this nucleus is close to 
unity.
For 255 MeV photons, Stoinberger and Bishop 
(1952) have measured the total cross-section for 
production in hydrogen to be 19*0 x 10*^^cm^.
This value was obtained by extrapolating linearly 
differential measurements to email and large angles 
and integrating. These authors found also that 
the production in carbon was about twice as large 
as production in hydrogen. This leads to a value 
of 38 X lO^^^cm^ for the total production cross-
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section in carbon for incident photons of energy 
255 MeV. Since the ratio is close to unity
for carbon, a similar value is to be expected for the 
total %  production cross-section.
It can now be seen from these derived cross- 
sections that (Y , % ) reactions make a 4% contribution 
to the total % production cross-section. This 
value is on order of magnitude too small to explain 
the discrepancies between Butler*a calculated cross- 
sections and Littauer and Walker’s experimental values. 
The difference may arise In the selection of the 
radius of the nuclear core, in which pion production 
is assumed to be suppressed. It would perhaps 
be better to assume instead of pion production 
falling abruptly to zero at the core bondary that there 
is a couinuous decrease across the boundary. The 
rate of decrease would of course deter».ine the 
magnitude of the cross-sections. By a suitable 
choice of this rate agreement could be reached between 
the calculated and observed cross-sections. In terms 
of a model, this implies that nucleons in the outer 
regions of the core can contribute to pion production.
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7.4 kpactions o f  the type (Y, % n )
In an attempt to measure the cross-soctluu of
the reaction Cr^^(Y, % an activity with a
half-life close to 40 minutes waa observed. It was
noted (chapter 5) that there was a variation with
energy but due to the pralisninary nature of tho runs
and to the low intensity of the bremss trail lung beam
a complete energy dependence was not obtained. The
activity may be due to Mn^^ (iinlf-lifa: 44 minutes)
produced by the reaction Cr^^(Y, %  n)Mn^^.
49Unfortunately Cr iias a half-life of 42 uiinutes
*50
and may be produced by a (Y,n) reaction on Cr (4.4%)
or by a (Y,3n) reaction on Cr^^(83*7%)« The
similarities of tliese half-lives makes the conclusive
identification of tlie activity very difficult.
The decoy curve of tho coprcr activity produced
in nickel allowed components that were successfully
attributed to Cu^^ (half-life: 24 ciinutes),
Cu (3*3 hours) and Cu (lO.l a^inutes). The
coiitx'ibution of the 3*3 hour component was greater
than expected on the basis of a (Y , % ^ ) reaction in 
62 fNi (1.2%). The expected cross-section ivas assumed
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to tho same as that on Ni^^. The extra yield then 
may be duo to a (Y , %~n) reaction in Ni^^ (3*7%)•
43 44It should be noted however that Sc and Sc have 
half-lives of 4 hours and that no hoId-back carrier 
for scandium was employed in the chemicel separation*
It was expected that any scandium produced in the 
target would either join the carriers of similar 
elements (e.g. titanium) or would be deposited on 
the first filter paper. It is possible, although 
unlikely, that it Vould be adsorbed on the final 
precipitate. There Is some doubt, therefore, on 
whether the extra 3 hour activity can be attributed
62 —to the reaction Ni (Y, %"n) or not.
A reaction of the typo (Y , vc n) is not one in 
which the recoiling nucleon is emitted from the nucleus 
The rocoiling nucleon in the basic % production 
reaction is e proton. The neutron, then must be 
emitted by either direct collision of the recoiling 
proton witii a neutron in the nucleus or by the 
"evaporation” of a neutron from the excited nucleus 
formod when the proton shares its energy with the 
rest of the nucleus.
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The yield oi a (Y, %  ) reaction relative to a 
( Y , %  n) reaction can be deterCiined by irradiating 
Cu (^9^) ) the respective product nuclei being 
olid Zn^^. ie a positron emitter of
half-life 36 minutes and Zn^^ has a half-life of 
9*3 houi's* Similar reactions in (31%) lead
6 5 64to 250 day Zn and to stable Zn I'espectively•
By a cdiemicol séparation of zinc, the cross-sections
of these reactions on Cu^^ could be detertiiined•
7.5 Conclusions
The present results strengthen tlie aw face
pioduction model of Butler and Wilson. The 3^^
cross-section is in good agreement with the calculated
values of l>aing and Moorhouse (1957) based on this
model. Furtiioi , the depend once of the cros s-see t ions
on ^ i».iti-*e uictsa number foi 1 otli fast and slow pions
is A^/3 , as predicted by the surface production model.
The small values of tJie (Y, 71*) cross-sections are a
justification of the assumption oi But lex' that the
lecoiling nucleon loaves the nucleus. There are
sugi^estions from the pxesent work th^ it reactions of
the type ( Y, 71 n ) may be detcctcibio.
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ciiAPTi:!? E i a m  h l v i e w  of rnoTospALi a t i o n  studies
A reaction produced by a high energy particle 
or photon striking a nucleus and causing a number of 
low mass particles to be emitted from the nucleus Is 
called a spallation reaction* Some of these particles 
seem to bo emitted by the direct interaction of the 
incident particle and some by evaporation from an 
excited nucleus. A study of the production rates of 
the residual nuclei provides information on the 
procossGs by which the pa rtic1e emissions take place*
It is also of interest to compare the effects of 
bombardment by particles and photons upon the yields 
of the product nuclides.
The yields of spallation reactions induced by 
high energy particles on middle weight elements have 
been fairly extensively studied (e.g. Batzel, Miller 
and Seaborg (l95l)» 3^0 MoV protons on copper;
Marquez (1952), 400 MeV neutrons on copper;
Meininger and Wiig (195^)> 60, 100, 175 and 2 h 0  MeV 
i>rotons on vanadium; and Heasbock and Wilson (1958), 
980 MeV protons on copper. In all these experiments, 
the residual nuclei resulting from spallation
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Fig. Z'i Contour diagrams showing the relative yield of Radio­
nuclides plotted in the proton-neutron plane. The circles re­
present nuclides whose yields were measured; the star indicates 
the target nucleus (arsenic bombarded by 190 Mev deuterons in 
the upper, and copper bombarded by 340 Mev protons in the 
lower figure); the lines connect regions with approximately equal 
yields, each line representing a factor of ten in yield on an arbi­
trary scale. [Figure from T e m p l e t o n : Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci. 2, 93
(1953).]
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proCO8ses were studied usin^ radiochemical methods.
To make comparisoiis oi the results of the 
different experiments it has been found convenient 
to present the yields on a contour map on the Z-N 
plane, where Z =* atomic number and N « A - Z, as 
shown in figure 8.1 (Templeton, 1953)• The circles 
represent those nuclides whose yields were measured 
and the star indicates the target nucleus. The 
contour lines connect regions of approximately equal 
yield and represent a change in yield of a factor of 
ten, and the dashed line indicates the contre of the 
stable isotopes of each element. The upper plot 
shows the yields of nuclides from the bombardment of 
arsenic with 190 MeV deuterons, Hopkins (1950) and 
the lower, copper with 3^0 MeV protons, Batzel Miller 
and Seaborg (l93f)*
The experiments exhibit the following general 
tendencies :
(a) The highest yields correspond to the emission of 
three to seven nucleons.
(b) The magnitude of the yields decreases with
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Incre.'isiih’: of ejected nucleons.
(c) The most 1 Ucoly result of spallation Is a
nuclide nrnr the line of stable isotopes. This 
clustering of the products along the line of nuclide 
stability is in disagreement with the expected 
spread from a random evaporation of neutrons and
protons. It can hoi ever be explrined by the
evaporation of douterons, alpha particles and other 
small nuclei.
(d) In the region of 100-300 MeV incident particle 
energy the nagnitudes of the yields are a slowly 
varying function of energyi
(e) is the energy of the Incident particles increases 
so does the number of eriergotically possible reactions. 
At higher energies the contour lines become elongated 
along the line of stable isotopes.
(f) The yield patterns, neglecting those nuclides 
produced by the emission of one or two nucleons, have 
very little dependence on the type of bombarding 
particle.
(g) The yield patterns, i.e. contour diagrams, are 
qualitfitively independent of the tasgot nuclei except
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for a ro'-ulnr trend with respect to atomic number.
For targetn of high atomic number, emitted particles 
have relatively greater difficulty in penetrating 
the increased Coulomb barrier. The effect of this 
is a preferential emission of neutrons to protons with 
the tendency to produce slightly neutron-deficient 
isotopes thus displacing the contour linos towards 
the neutron-deficient side of the line of stability.
The moat successful explanation of high energy 
particle spallation is Serber’a (19^7^ semi-classical 
picture in which he describes the reactions in terms 
of the interactions of the incident particles and 
the Individual nucleons of the target nucleus.
The mechanism of the reactions can be considered to 
fall into two separate phases in time. Firstly, 
a nucleriic cpscado is Instigated by the collision of 
the i’icident particle vith one of tlie nucleons of 
the target nucleus and the recoiling nucleon either 
escapes from the nucleus or collides with other 
nucleons in. the nucleus. The products of the 
secondary collisions either escape or collide with 
other nucleons, and so on. The cascade continues
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until the individual energies of the recoils is 
insufficient for them to escape from the nucleus.
The energy of those nucleons which do not escape is 
distributed throughout the residual nucleus* Tho 
subsoquent behaviour of this excited nucleus is 
described by the evaporation theory of Veisokopf 
(1937)t the excitation energy being dissipated as 
the kinetic energy of the emitted particles. The 
distribution of the yields of the reaction product 
nuclei for particle produced spallation is in 
general agreement with this model.
Reactions induced by photons of energies up to 
70 MoV proceed mainly by a dipole resonance 
mechanism. The emitted particles result from the 
evaporation of an excited compound nucleus, although 
soma appear to arise from the direct interaction of 
the photon and the nucleon subsequently ejected. 
Photoreactions in this energy region have boon 
studied by several authors e.g. Perlman and 
Friedlander (19^8), Sugarman and Peters (l95l)t and 
Schupp and Martin (1954).
At higher energies the only reported photospallation
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studios aro thoso of Debs et al. (1955)? Sugihara 
and Halpern (1956) and Wolke and Bonner (1956) on 
medium weight eiomonts. Their result© ©how the 
same general trends as those of particle spallation 
and it has been shown by Debs et al. that the yields 
can bo explained by the Weisskopf evaporation theory. 
The results differ in that the emission of one or 
two nucleons is the more likely outcome of "giant 
resonance" absorption in the low energy region of 
the bremsstrahlung spoctruni.
Debs et al. (1955) bombarded a series of medium 
weight elements with 320 MeV bremsstrahlung and 
determined the production rates of tho final 
radionuclides by chemical techniques. The yield 
pattern© seemed to depend more on the properties of 
the residual nuclei than on those of the struck 
nuclei of the reactions, suggesting that evaporation 
is the dominant mechanism. It appeared In a 
comparison with particle bombardment that the 
observed yield patterns were to a considerable 
extent independent of both the nature and the energy 
of the incident particle. Although the nature of
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the initial process could not be postulated from 
the observed data, the complete reaction was considered 
to be of the cascade type followed by evaporation from 
a highly excited nucleus.
Sugihara and Ilalpern (1956) have re-examined 
the yields from arsenic for 320 MeV bremsstrahlung 
and also measured tho yields for l4o MoV 
bremsstrahlung with a view to obtaining excitation 
curves for the photonroduction of radioactive 
nuclides. The results at 320 MeV are within a 
factor of two of those of Debs et al. Thoy suggest 
that it would be interesting to obtain detailed 
information about the behaviour of the production 
cross-sections between l40 and 320 MeV to learn if 
possible which reactions are associated with free 
meson production end which are not. Such mechanisms 
have been suggested by Miller (1951) and Kikuchi 
(1951)» the emission of particles being the result 
of the production and reabsorption of mesons inside 
the nucleus. For reactions proceeding in this 
manner, one may expect a significant rise in the 
production cross-section above the threshold for
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free meson production.
Excitation curves for the production of soma 
radionuclides from the exposure of cobalt to 
bremsstrahlung beams of maximum energies ranging from 
174 to 309 MoV have been determined by WoIke and 
Bonner (1956). Ifhen the yields wore plotted 
against bremsstrahlung peak energy, it was found that
(a) photons with energies greater than 174 MoV appear 
to contribute substantially to the total yield, and
(b) tho yields curves rise more steeply i/ith increasing 
energy for increased change in atomic mass, indicating 
that the "effective photon" energy increases with 
increasing number of ejected nucleons.
No moasuremonts were reported for energies below 
174 MoV.
The work to be described in the following chapters 
was undortalien to determine the excitation functions 
of a number of photoreactions in the region of meson 
production threshold (l4o MoV) and to extend previous 
photospallation results to elements of lower atomic 
weight. The measurements consist of determinations 
of the yields of the nuclide produced in
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(a) and by bremsstrahlung of peak
photon energies ranging from 90 to 240 MeV, and in
(b) Si^®, and by bremsstrahlung of
240 MoV peak energy.
The variations of the cross-sections with peak beam 
energy and with the number of emitted nucleons are 
determined and the mechanisms of the reactions 
discussed.
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CHAPTER NINE HIGH ENERGY PHOTO SPAIX ATI ON
LEADING TO
9.1 Experimental Procedure
Hitherto spallation studies have involved the 
measurement of the activities of the residual nuclei 
produced in reactions of the type (Y,xN) where x is 
an integer and N is a nucleon, for a particular 
target element. This method has a number of 
disadvantages. It necessitates an accurate radio­
chemical separation for every nuclide to be studied, 
each with its own separation efficiency. Comparisons 
of the activities of nuclei of different half-lives 
are very sensitive to fluctuations in beam Intensity, 
while the decay schemes of the various residual 
nuclei are generally not known to the same degree of 
accuracy. WoIke and Bonner (1956) have estimated 
that the errors in their yields due to such 
inaccuracies vary up to a value of 7%. These 
difficulties have been overcome in the present work 
by bombarding a series of stable nuclei and 
measuring the activity of the same product isotope 
in each case. In the measurement of the activity
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of produced in F^^, Na^^, Mg^^, Al^^, Si^®,
32 18 and S , the decay scheme of F is accurately known
and no chemical separation is necessary, since there
are no nuclei with similar activities in the mass
region studied. A further counting error is
eliminated by the coincidence detection system
employed.
Two series of exposures were made. In the first
19 23 27F , Na and A1 were exposed to bremsstrahlung of
90, 120, 1 5 0 , 180, 210, and 240 MeV peak energy*
In the second, a set of target elements of increasing
atomic number, , Ha^^, Mg^^, , Si^®, and
32S were exposed to bremsstrahlung of peak energy
12 1124o MeV. In each exposure the reaction C (Y,n)C
in carbon was used as a monitor.
The targets consisted of high purity powdered 
sodium fluoride, sodium peroxide, red phosphorus, 
silicon and magnesium, four I6 " thick sheets of 
aluminium, i" thick sheet of distrene (CgHg) and a 
cast block of flowers of sulphur. The powders were 
packed uniformly into thin walled copper boxes of 
dimensions 1" x 1" x , the sheets were cut into
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1" squares and the sulphur melted and cast in a 
1 »! ^ 2" X 4” block. For the first set of 
measurements a distrene sample, targets of two of 
the following sodium fluoride, sodium peroxide and 
alurrilnlunt were exposed simultaneously, one behind 
the other w'ith the target producing the greatest 
activity at the roar, to the uncollimated 
bremsstrahlung beam of the Glasgow electron 
synchrotron at a distance of one metre from the 
0.02" diameter internal tungsten target. The peak 
energy of the beam was varied by 30 MeV intervals 
from 90 to 240 MeV, and tlw exposure tine varied from 
thirty minutes to two hours, the longer times generally 
corresponding to the ]ower energy beams. For the 
second series of exposures, targets of sodium 
fluoride, sodium peroxide, magnesium, silicon, 
phosphorus and sulphur w^ ere exposed in pairs with 
eitiier a sample of distrene or aluminium (or both) 
to beams of peak energy 240 MeV, under the same 
conditions as the first series. Tho weights of the 
targets used were about 5 grams each.
After exposure the material was transferred
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to other copper boxes vlth walls thick enough to
absorb the O.65 MeV and the 0.97 MoV positrons from
10 11the decay of T  and C respectively. The positron 
activities of the C /(half-life:- 111 minutes) in 
the other targets were measured by counting in 
coincidence the 0.$1 MeV quanta from the positron 
annhilation.
9.2 Treatment of Data
The measured activities were corrected for 
background; background rates were moasured regularly 
and found to be constant; for low activities the 
background was determined i.;.tied lately before and 
after tho measurement of the desired activity to 
obtain a more accurate background subtraction. The 
activities were corrected for decay both during and
18after i*radiation. The value of the F half-life
used in these calculations was 111 minutes.
The activities of the saniples were measured at
a time when all the short-lived activities produced
in them had decayed to negligible proportions. Theso
15were an activity of half-life 2 minutes due to 0 in
15 13the distrene and of 0 , 10 minute N and 20.5 'ainute
!
Target j 
Klemeiit
Most
Abundant
Isotope
Correction 
in terms of 
1 cm Al. ^
Effective SnerQr 
of absorbed 
photon
: 1 : 35% 7.8% 70 MeV
' 1 : 100 7.0 ‘ 70 "
Si
pp
Si 2 92.2 6.8 60
Al 27 : 100 6.6 50
Mg Mg^ : 78.8 6.2*. 40
Na •üeP : 100 6.2 30
F 7^^ : 100 6.0 20
C c"'^  : 98.9 6.0 20
TA 8 LE 9 <
8 8 .
in the other targets» due to water impurities
and deep spallation; all wore small in comparison
Idwith the activity of F . In the case of the sodium 
peroxide targets, the activities are quite appreciable 
due to tho oxygen content and these targets were not 
counted until at least two hours after irradiation.
Corrections were made for the absorption of the 
bremsstrahlung beam in tho targets and containers.
Where a (Y,n) procoss was involved the absorption 
coefficient used was that for a 20 MeV piioton since 
the reaction proceeds predominantly by the interaction 
of photons of this energy. For the other reactions 
involved the effective absorption coefficients were 
token to be those corresponding to photon energies 
a little above the estimiited thresholds. Schupp 
and Martin (l95^) have shown that the Ca^^(Y,3p3n)Cl^^ 
reaction has a threshold in the region of 35 MeV and 
that the cross-section is p6dl^ed at 50 MeV. In 
table 9.1, correction factors in terms of aluminium 
are shown for tho reactions involved? the energy 
at whicii the effective absorption coefficients were 
taken are also listed. The total equivalent thickness 
of target material was generally of the order of 1 cm 
aluminium, for which the maximum correction can be
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31 32P aiid S to tho cruÉ»6-toctioii oi' tiio luoiii toi liig 
12' 11reaction C ^(Y,ii)c wore outtiinod on the asaumption 
that the oloinenta conaiUered were 100% abundant in 
cheir luain iaotope. Tae actual natural abundance 
OI the most abundant isotope is shown In table 9*1* 
the difJLerences from 100% are low and the errors 
introduced by such a simplification are, therefore, 
small.
Finally tiio results of Barber et al. (1933) for
12 11the cross-section of the reaction C (Y,n)C as a 
functiuin of maximum bi emss Li'ahiung energy were used 
to obtain tiie absolutu values for tiie cross-sections 
of the reactions studied.
9.3 Results
The varient ion of the cro se-s ec tiun for tne
18 19 23 27production of F from F , Na and nl as a
function of maximum bremsstralilung energy from 90
to ZkO îieV is shoivn on figure 9.1. The results of
Barbel", George and keagan (1933) for the monitoring 
12 11icaction C ' (V,n)C .-re also siio\/n. The values at
23 19
30 and 70 MeV for Na and P aro the work of
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IIültzuann and Sugarmoii (1952) and Pci Iman and
Friedlander (l9^ l8)# respectively. The present
qxcJtation curves are continued through these results
by dashes. All cross-sections arc in units of 
— 2 7 21C cm per equivalent quantum.
At a peal: bremsstrahlung energy of 2^4 0 MeV, the
18cross-sections for the F reactions originating in
19tlie nuclei studied arc; F , 3*5 Ï 0.3*
Na^^, 0.33 1 0.03; Mg^ , 0.20 t 0.02; 0.12 1 0.01;
, 0.06 1 0.01; 0.08 t 0.04 ; , 0.03 - 0.01;
2 7 2all in units of 10 cm per equivalent quantum.
iScnupp and Martin (l93^) have measured the cross-
18 24section for the production of F from Mg at an
-27 2energy of 70 MeV to he 0.17 x 10 cm per equivalent 
quantum, in good agreement with the present value at 
90 MeV.
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C lh a T b i^  TJjiV ihiOTOSPALLATION D ISC U SSIO N
The rc.tiob of the cross-sections lor the formation 
of rroiii Wu^^, Al^^, Si^®, and to
the cross-section for the formation of from
are shown in figure 10.1 plotted against the number 
of emitted nucleons. It has been assumed tnat each 
element is 100% abundant in its most abundant isotope. 
As would be expected the results indicate that for 
a given bombarding energy the cross-section for a 
reaction decreases as the number of emitted particles 
increases. For processes in wiiich more tnan one 
nucleon is emitted the logarithm of the yields 
relative to the reaction lie, within the
present statistics on a straight line of gradient 
Ü.30 - 0.04 when plotted against the number of emitted 
nucleons. No attempt was made to draw this line 
through the point coi respoxiding to the reaction 
r^^(Y,n)F^^, since (Y,n) processes are predominantly 
produced by the low energy quanta of the bremsstrahlung 
beam (Barber et al. (l953) and so are not of the 
cascade type.
AS is common to most spallation studies there
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exist b i, slight as to the direct product
18nucleus cT the si*ciJ.Jotion reaction. TJj.e nucleus F 
can arise as a direct result of spallation or by the
decay of aiiothor direct spallation product. For
18 18 18example, direct spallation to F and. to Ne , Na
etc, i.e. iiaclei with the sarae atomic mass but larger
18 18charge than F , and their subsequent decay to F
by tlie emission of one, two etc. parti clos are
18possible modes of formation of F nuclei. Nuclei
18 18of tiie typo Ne , Na etc. would be expected to tiave
18very short iialf-lives anl consequently all the F
nuclei would be produced very shortly after exposure.
It hcis been shown in the work of Debs et al. (1955)
that for photon Induced spallation, the yiold of
nuclei of the same mass number decreases rapidly with
the distance of these nuclei from the line of stable
naclel on the isotope chart. For F, Ne, Na the masses ^
maximum nuclear stability are IS.8, 20.9# 23»1
(after Coryell, 1953) ào that , Ne^^, are
0.8, 2.9» 5-1 niass units from the line of nuclear
stability. Conse-^uen t ly the direct production of 
18F nuclei is the predominant mode of forniation.
9^.
Kudstam (1953) bas reported for the spallation 
of rued 1 un weight elements boirljardovd with pro tons 
of energy I87 MeV, a gradient of the order of 0.32 
and that the gradient increases with decreasing 
bombarding energy. Since the present experiment 
employed a bremsstrahlung beam witîi a maximum energy 
of 2^ f0 MeV, the mean photon energy will be considerably 
lover than this. The effective mean energy will 
depend on the shape of the bremsstrahlung spectrum 
and of the cross-section curve of the reaction 
considered. This makes a direct comparison of 
photon and proton induced spallation difficult. A 
further difference is the low momentum of a photon 
compared with a proton of the some energy, suggesting 
that the Serber (19^7) cascade part of the spallation 
mechanism will be different for photons and protons.
It should be noted that since the present
18residual nucleus F is 0.8 mass units lighter than
18the stable valley, the F yield will lie approximately 
on the yield curve described by Debs et al. (1955)•
The present gradient should then correspond to 
the gradient of the ridge of the yield surface on the
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neutron-proton plane for low atomic weight elements* 
Owing to the paucity of other photo-yiolds along this 
ridge# tho gradient cannot be determined from the 
results of other authors, although It does appear 
to be of the sane order of magnitude as the present 
value.
The prong distribution of photo-stars in 
emulsions is a measure of the number of particles 
emitted in the reactions, Kikuchi (1951)# Peterson 
and Roos (1957) and others have found the relative 
number of events with respect to prong number in 
emulsions exposed to 300 HeV bremsstrahlung* 
however for an event with six prongs, say, the 
total number of emitted nucleons is doubtful* Those 
six prongs are known to be charged particles, but 
may be protons, deuterons, alpha particles etc ; an 
unlcnoivn number of neutrons may also have boon emittei. 
A further complication is that radioactive techniques 
fail to observe the stable products| an emulsion, 
on the ether hand, records the emission of charged 
particles only* It is, therefore, not possible to 
compare the yields of radio-nuclides with the number
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of* stars in emulsions.
Tho excitation curves on figure 9*1 show the 
expected rise in cross-section for incrcaso In 
bremsstrahlung peak energy. The present results 
are quite consistent with previous low energy 
mensûrements as can be seen by the extrapolated 
curves•
18 19The yield curve of F from F displays the
same form as that of the monitoring reaction 
12 11C (Y,n)C • Since these two reactions are both
(Y,n) reactions the only difference in the croes-
sections to bo expected would be that for the increase
in atomic number. The F^^(Y,n)F^^ cross-section
12 11is greater than the C (Y,n)C cross-section by a
constant factor of 1,2, Since the excitation
curve remains fairly fljit above 100 MeV, the higher
energy quanta in the bremsstrahlung beam contribute
little to the yield. The reaction proceeds
predominantly by the ”giant resonance” photons i.e.
of energy in the region of 20 MeV.
18The excitation curve for F production from
23Na shows a more rapid rise at the lower energies
p r o d u c t i o n  c r o s s  section /approx.)
cr
Ofbif.
units
F F
60 120 180 2 4 0
f i g u r e IG-2
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studied and a flat section appearing at a higher
energy (15O MeV) than the curve. is then
23produced from Na predominantly by quanta of energy
27loss than I50 MeV. The A1 curve shows the same 
trend but there is a more rapid increase in yield at 
lower energies and a lesser tendency to level off at 
higher energies.
In figure 10.2, the difference in yields for each 
increase of 30 MeV in the peak bremsstrahlung energy 
is shown as a function of mean energy of the interval. 
The curves which have been drawn tlirough these points, 
can be taken to represent the cross-section of the 
reactions studied for photons of energy corresponding 
to the mean energy of the interval. These curves 
will then show the variation of cross-section with 
incident photon energy. It is indicated from the 
shape of the curves that these reactions proceed by 
the absorption of the lower energy quanta in the 
bremsstrahlung beam. By comparing the yields at 
240 and 120 MeV peak bremsstrahlung energy it appears 
that quanta of energy between 120 and 240 MeV 
contribute of the order of 12, 12, and 21^ to the
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18 19 23 27F production cross-sections from F , Na and Al * »
No abrupt change in the shapes of the curves of 
figures 9*1 and 10#2 can be observed as the photon 
energy is increased above the photomeson production 
threshold ( l40 MeV)# This suggests that the
"free-meson" effect is not a predominant mechanism 
of photospallation. Such effects have previously 
been suggested by Bruno and Depken (l952) and Wilson 
(1952) to explain photodisintegration. Bruno and 
Depken postulated that a meson emitted by one nucleon, 
absorbs the photon and is them itself absorbed by 
a neighbouring nucleon. Wilson on the other hand, 
described a mechanism whereby a meson is created by 
the absorption of a photon by a nucleon and the 
subsequent reabsorption of the meson by a two nucleon 
system consisting of the original nucleon and its 
nearest neighbour. These two nucleons could then 
produce a nucleonic cascade and particle evaporation 
of the Serber-Weisskopf type. These meson effects 
might be expected to significantly increase the spallation 
yields above meson production threshold. Although a 
possible mechanism, the present work shows that it
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does not appear to be the main one#
Debs et al. (l955) have shown that photospallation 
results exhibit the same characteristics as those of* 
particle spallation and conclude that the mechanisms 
of* the reactions are of the same type regardless of 
the type of incident beerni. However, since the 
momentum of a photon is low compared to that of a 
particle, it is to be expected that the initial 
absorption of the photons and particles in the cascade 
part of the spallation mechanism will be different*
A possible mode of absorption is given by the quasi- 
deuteron model in which the photon is considered, as 
interacting with a two nucleon pair in the nucleus, 
these two energetic nucleons then initiating a Serber 
cascade. The absorption mechanism is then the same 
as that responsible for the photodisintegration of 
a free deuteron. In a photospallation reaction 
described by "quasi-deuteron absorption" and "cascade- 
evaporation" emission of particles, the yields would 
follow the Serber-Weisskopf distribution. The 
excitation curves would be expected to have a similar 
form as the absorption curves, i.e. having a maximum
1 0 0 .
at low energies and a long tail at higher energies. 
The position of the maximum would depend on the 
number of nucleons emitted, higher energy photons 
producing greater nuclear excitation and consequently 
a greater number of emitted nucleons. Since the 
emitted particles may consist of combinations of 
nucleons, then the maximum would bo fairly broad 
corresponding to the different individual thresholds 
and maxima of the possible reactions.
The present photospallation studies give the 
cross-sections for rcc^ctions not hitherto studied.
The general features of the values are similar to 
previous spallation studies. The variation of the 
cross-sections with Incident pnoton energy snows 
that the production lates are fairly constant for 
photon energies greater than 100 MeV. ^his fact 
was assumed in the subtraction of the activity below 
meson threshold from that above in the (Y, %  ) 
investigations, which constituted the main part of 
this thesis.
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APPENDIX A
Hammer Tracks from the Photodisintegration 
of LiRht Emulsion Nuclei.
By W.T. Morton and T.G. Walker 
(Department of Natural Philosophy, University
of Glasgow)#
8 8If Li or B is produced in a nuclear disintegration 
it will decay at rest into two alpha particles through
g
an excited state of Be , and so produce a characteristic 
T shaped track. These are usually referred to as 
"hammer tracks" (Occhiallni and Powell (194?)#
Alvarez 1950)). Events of this type in which the 
initial disintegration was produced by a particle 
have been investigated by a number of workers (for 
example, Titterton (1951))» In the present in­
vestigation a search has been made for hammer tracks 
originating in the photodisintegration of the light 
nuclei (carbon, nitrogen and oxygen) of nuclear 
research emulsions.
Ilford C.2. nuclear research emulsions, 400 
microns in thickness, were exposed perpendicular to 
a bremsstrahlung beam of maximum energy 120 MeV from
106#
the Glasgow electron synchrotron. The emulsions
were scanned for nuclear disintegrations in which
more than two charged particles were emitted. 4,300
events of this type were examined and eight hammer
tracks Identified. A small number of the three
prong events could have been due to the emission of 
8 8a Li or B particle from a heavy nucleus of the
emulsion (silver or bromine) for which no other
charged particle was emitted. These events might
be confused with a low energy 3ci photodisintegration 
12of C and so were neglected. In each of the 
accepted hammer track events the initial 
disintegration had also produced a singly charged or 
doubly charged particle of energy less than 5 MeV, 
and it is considered unlikely that these would be 
emitted simultaneously with a hammer fragment from 
a heavy nucleus of the emulsion. Hence it seems 
reasonable to assume that all of the hammer tracks 
accepted originated in the light nuclei of the 
emulsion. In the investigation of hammer tracks 
emitted in reactions induced by neutrons with an 
energy of I50 MeV, Titterton (loc. cit.) reached a
107
similar conclusion. It would be expected that the 
probability of emission of a hammer fragment from 
silver or bromine would decrease with energy of the 
incident particle.
g
If a B particle was emitted from a carbon
nucleus, by the conservation of charge, a singly
charged particle would also be emitted. Hence,
8although the B would be recorded as a three prong 
event, its true nature would be indicated by the 
sharp change in grain density and possibly also in 
direction at the position of the initial disintegration. 
No events of this type were found. This result is 
in agreement with Titterton who found that the
g
probability of a hammer track resulting from Li is
g
higher than that for B • In the remainder of this
communication all hammer tracks will be assumed to 
8be due to Li .
No events were observed which could be assigned
9 *0 to Li , which decays into Be followed by a decay
at rest into a neutron and two alpha particles
(Fry (1953))• In this case the two alpha particles
would not be collinear.
103.
g
The energies of the Li tracks were found to 
be 2,2, 3.2, 3.2, 5.1. 6.5, 8.3, 10.5 and l4.5 MeV.
Three of the events in which the Li^ particle originated 
had three prongs, one of which was singly and the 
other doubly charged. Hence by charge conservation 
these events are produced by the reaction He^(^)Li^
with a Q value of 41.2 MeV^^ The remaining events 
had four prongs, three of which were due to singly 
charged particles. These events must also have 
originated in a carbon nucleus of the emulsion.
Since it was not possible to differentiate between 
protons and douterons these events were produced
12 I 8either by the reaction C (^, 3ph)Li with a Q value
of 50.9 MeV or the reaction 2 p d ) L ± ^  with a
Q value of 48.7 MeV.
To obtain the incident ray flux the three
prong events were analysed, using the criteria of
Goward and Wilkins (1952), for events produced by
12the photodisintegration of C into three alpha 
particles. Using the cross section given by these 
authors for that reaction the cross section for the 
photoproduction of Li^ from averaged over Y' ray
109.
energies between 50 MeV and 120 MeV was found to be 
0+.9 + 2.0) X
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(y* D g) Reactions In and 0^^
W# T# Hortou and T# G>* Walker 
(Department of Natural Phlloeopîgr^  IMlverslty 
of Glasgow)*
ABSTRACT
Irradiating nozisal and water loaded nuclear research
emulsions with a bremsstrahlung beam of peak energy 120 MeV,
12 7the cross sections for the reactions C (y, p a)Li ,
N^^ (y, p a) Be^ and 0^ ^(y, p a) were found to be 1*33#
0*38 and 0«13 MeV mb* The results are compared with those of 
previous workers*
S 1* INTRODUCTION 
The constituents of a nuclear research emulsion can be 
divided into two groupai the heavy nuclei (silver and bromine) 
and the light nuclei (carbon, nitrogen and oaygen)* To 
identify a particular photodisintegration process and the 
ener^ of the incident y ray all the reaction products must be 
observed and have sufficient length to make possible accurate 
measurements of energy and angle# The short length of a recoil 
from a heavy nucleus disintegration limits the emulsion 
technique to the light nuclei of the emulsion#
Ill#
Among the reactions suitahlo for stu^ is the photodisintegra­
tion of carbon, nitrogen and Oj^gen Into an alpha particle, a 
proton and a recoil# This reaction has been studied 
previously by Livesey (l956b) and Maikov (1958)# !Hiese authors 
disagree on the relative frequency with which the (y, p ♦ a) 
reaction occurs in carbon, nitrogen and oxygen# In the present 
experiment an attempt has been made to investigate this 
difference by increasing the proportion of o:cygen in a nuclear 
research emulsion*
Hia Q values for the reactions C^ (^y, p a) Li^ , P
and 0^ (^y, p n)B^^ are 24*6, 18#2 end 23#1 MeV# Because of the 
high Q values it is necessary to use y rays of moderately high 
energy to study these processes# There is no advantage in using 
y rays of energy above about 120 MeV, since these would tend to 
produce a more complete disintegration of the light nucleus# 
i a EXPOSURE p m  IDENTIPICATIOH 0? EVENTS 
Ilford C2 nuclear research emulsions 400 microns in 
thickness were exposed perpendicular to a bremsstrahlung beam 
with a maximum photon energy of 120 MeV from the Glasgow electron 
synchrotron a similar nuclear emulsion in vdiich the thickness 
was Increased by 136 microns by soaking it in distilled water 
was exposed in the same position#
112,
The enulsîons trere searched for J prong events using a 
microscope with a magnification of X270# Events were considered 
only if all the emitted particles stopped within the emulsion*
If visual inspection of an event indicated that it may balance 
momentum the length and angles of its prongs were measured 
under a magmiflcation of XI350* Because of the difficulty in 
obtaining accurate measurements on short tracks all events in 
which one of the prongs had a length less than microns were 
eliminated* The measured events were chiefly of two types#
One group consisted of events in which none of the emitted 
particles W&t. singly charged and the other group of events in 
which one of the prongs resulted from a singly charged particle# 
A system of units was used in which the momentum of a 
1 HeV proton was taken as 1 m&sA unit of momentum* Events in 
which one of the prongs was singly charged were analysed by 
first assuming the singly charged particle to be a proton and 
considering in turn each of the other particles to be an alpha 
particle. Using this assumption the resultant momentum of the 
proton-alpha pair was calculated perpendicular to the direction 
of the third particle* The event was rejected if the lack of 
balance perpendicular to the third particle direction was
olvC'
greater than^momentum unit^* In each case, for which a possible 
balance was obtained, the length of the particle assumed to be
rL. J
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Momentum Units.
Fig. I Comparison of experimental points with theoretical curves for Li^Be^gnd ions.
iiy
an alpha particle aras greater than that of the third particle*
In the subsequent analysis the shortest track was suumed to be 
due to the recoil. Since it was not possible to distinguish 
protons and deutarons by grain counting# the resultant 
momentum was again calculated perpendicular to the recoil 
direction assuming that the singly charged particle was a 
deuteron. If the lack of balance was smaller# the event was 
eliminated* In tliis way 20^ of the events# which would 
otherwise have been accepted# were rejected. Ihe 111 events 
whicii remained were assumed to be genuine (y# p 4^ a) events 
in light emulsicm nuclei*
The resultant momentum of the alpha particle and proton 
was calculated in the direction of the recoil and plotted 
against the range of the recoil (figure B1 ) for the accepted 
events which accurred in the normal emulsions* Also shown on 
figure 1 are the theoretical range momentum curves of Livesey 
(1956b) for 1^7, Be^  and particles* A grouping of events 
was observed close to the LiJ curve*
Three prong events# in idiioh none of the prongs wds 
due to singly charged particles# were analysed using the criteria 
of Goward and Wilkins (1953) for photodisintegrations of 
into three alpha particles. Dsing these results for normalisation 
absolute values were obtained for the cross sections of the
Livesey.
Present work.
O E f
'*k>
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reaction (y, p -fa) in the nuclei and 0^ #^
" §3, kKSOUTS AND DISCUSSION
The integrated cross section for the reaction 
12 7C (y# p a) 111 from 2$ to 40 MeV obtained in the present 
study was 1#2 mb MeV, in satisfactory agreement with Livesey 
(1956b) who reports a value of 1*33 MeV Maikov (loc* cit*) 
gave a value of 3.83 mb MeV.
The ratio of the cross section for the (y, p -f a) 
reactions in and 0^^ obtained by Livesey (1956b)
was 1:0,28% 0.05, and by Maikov (loc.cit.) was 1î0.36:0.63*
In the px^sent investigation, using the events found in the 
normal emulsions and the range energy relations of Livesey 
(1956a), the result obtained is 1s0.28:0.10. In the water 
loaded emulsion the ojqygen content was 2*4 times that of a 
normal emulsion and the increase In the 0^ (^y, p a)B**events 
was 3*7 2*0. There appeared to be no significant loss in
efficiency for observing proton prongs in the water loaded
12 7
emulsion as the cross section for the C (y, p a) Li reaction
in the normal emulsion and in the water loaded emulsion were
found to be identical.
In figure B2 the solid histogram shows the cross section 
12 7for the reaction C (y, p u) Li as a function of y ray energy
115.
in the present experiment, the dotted ourve gives the results
of Livesey (l956h).
It is not possible to obtain conclusive results as to
which particle is emitted first in the (y# p + a) reaction,
because of the limited energy resolution of the technique and
the large number of levels through which an intermediate nucleus
12oould decay# In 6)^ of the events originating in C , and in
92^ of the 0^^ events, the alpha particle has a higher energy
than both the proton and the recoiling nucleus# This suggests
that the alpha particle is emitted first and the subsequent
0
disintegration takes place through an excited state of Be
12 7in the case of the C (y, p a) Li reaction.
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